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Abstract 
Web accessibility will be an essential component of the services that future clinics 
should provide for clients. The clinic's site will generate patient loyalty by providing 
convenient access (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) to the clinic's service , locati n and 
hours and provide them with immediate access to a wealth of contemp rary, health 
related information. 
Following from that, Digital Clinic System has been devel pcd to generate 
awareness and patient referrals and raise the clinic' image by d mon trating the lea ing 
edge, technological proficiency. Digital linic y tern allow patient t regi ter and 
make an appointment with the doctor thr ugh Internet. n the adrnini trat rand d t r 
side, an application will be developed in a local envir nmcnt, which pr idc · m re 
secure than online to maintain the sy tern. 
T achieve the above requirements, the y tern is run in w b-ba id Thr ·- i ir 
client/server architecture. The backend include the dat base e 
Database server operates the "data acce s logic". The Mier tore and pro c . 
all data of the clinic and patient . The web ervcr manage n f the AN It 
handles and distributes the request of client . II .0 will be used to 
and the web erver, o that A P can be run t pro rq t o 
the web server. he fr nt end includes computer of doct r · and tu Is. 
system by u ing web br w er. 
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Chapter 1: Project Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
Healthcare providers are nowadays being forced to streamline operations through 
more efficient and cost effective office procedures. Automating these tasks results in 
time, material and labor savings, providing a positive return on your investment. 
Consider the following clinic scenario: When a patient makes an appointment 
with a doctor, the doctor should be able to retrieve information about the patient instead 
of going through loads of paper work. In addition, authorized personnel should be able to 
add, retrieve and update information anywhere anytime. Handling and processing this 
information might be very critical depending on the application. 
Digital Clinic System is a web-based solution specially designed to allow a more 
efficient and effective control over the clinic's resources, time management and catering 
to a patient's requirement. It eliminates as many time-consuming tasks as possible, with 
features such as patient information management, appointment management, and other 
aspects of a clinic operation. 
Digital Clinic System eliminates all manually handled procedures, streamline 
administrative workflow and provide complete web-based clinical records. Un
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1.2 Project Objective 
The basic objectives have been drawn in developing the Digital Clinic System. 
These objectives are shown below: 
• Computerize the clinic administration system. 
• To become a paperless, efficient and effective clinic. 
• Record and systemize the information of patients. 
• Provide a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) to users. 
• To have a secure, reliable, online clinical information system. 
• To connect and manage distributed information resources. 
1.3 Project Scope 
Each year, more and more patients and prospects are using the web to source 
educational material, research health concerns and locate clinic in their area. 
Through Digital Clinic System, can increase the loyalty of existing patients by 
providing valuable health information, generate awareness and patient referral and 
substantially raise clinic's image by demonstrating leading edge, technological 
proficiency. 
Digital Clinic System is the wave of the future in clinic management, designed to 
reduce promotional costs, save time in communicating with patient through online 
registration and appointment bookings. 
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The scopes of the Digital Clinic System are: 
1. Develop an online registration system for a patient 
2. Develop a function that allows patients to make medical appointment. 
3. Develop a function that allows patients to change their information themselves, 
which is stored in the database. 
4. Develop a database system to house a11 data pertaining to the system. 
5. Develop a collection of interactive web pages as interface of this project. 
6. Develop a function that a11ows administrator can add, edit and delete user profile 
or upload and retrieves files. 
7. Develop a function that allows doctors schedule their daily work systematica1ly. 
8. Develop a function that al1ows users make a diagnosis themselves for unserious 
problems. 
1.4 System Constraints and Limitation 
There are some constraints and limitations in the development of the clinic 
administration. Due to the complexity of the actual system, there is no way for me to 
develop a complete functional module. 1 have chosen to develop the main feature of the 
system and have been left out some features in human resource management like 
employee salary management. 
I have designed the system based on some case studies, which means that user 
wilJ be the flow of the system from a case we have planned. 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
Project scheduling cursors of the whole deve1opment activities is carefully 
planned out to achieve a systematic progress and ensure on-time delivery of the product. 
It is important to have a project schedule as it acts as a time management and control to 
the developer. This will make sure that he/she is in route of the direction of the project. 
Table 1.1 shows the project schedule in Gantt chart. 
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1.6 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcomes of the proposed system are based as below: 
1. Efficient Customer Relationship Management 
Email the valued patients in the shortest time once an appointment has been 
rescheduled. This emphasizes the high level of priority to treat the patients, which 
in turn strengthens doctor's relationship with his/her patients. 
2. Accessibility anywhere with Internet 
Authorized personnel can have the access to a11 of the data wherever they are with 
Internet connectivity. The patients can also diagnose themselves for unserious 
problems and get appropriate prescriptions. 
3. No hassle of training 
No training is needed to be special conducted to learn how Digital Clinic System 
works. Digital Clinic System is extremely easy to use in which all-new staff will 
be able to pick up in the shortest time. 
4. Centralized Patient Information Storage 
Patient's information can now be stored in a paperless and organized manner. 
Retrieva1 and management of all of patient's information will no longer be a 
difficult task. 
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5. Appointment Tracking 
No more flipping through the appointment book to keep track whether patients 
kept their appointments, rescheduled or missed their appointments. Digital Clinic 
System software keeps track of everything for doctor and provides immediate 
notification to patient through email when an appointment has been changed or 
delayed. 
1.7 Summary 
This chapter is to explain with in more detail about Digital Clinic System. The 
overview of the project, objectives of the project, scope of the project and the limitation 
of project are given. The project schedule is as a guideline to develop the project. 
7 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 CJinic Management System 
Clinic Management system is developed to facilitate management of patient's 
information for example the registration of patients, patient's information storage, access 
to patient's information and information that relating to the clinic. Clinic Management 
System is divided to 2 separated management systems: 
1. Manual Clinic System 
2. Online Clinic System 
2.1.1 Manual Clinic System 
Human manages this manual system. Patient's record will be kept in the patient's 
file and then is arranged in the shelf according to patient's name. This will cause so 
complicated to access the patient's information if there is same patient's name. This type 
of system is se]dom use now because it takes time to accomplish the task and the system 
is also not very reliable. 
From the observation to the manual clinic system, gives me a conclusion there are 
many steps that must be followed by a patient to get a treatment with a doctor. The steps 
are: 
1. Patient Registration 
Each patient needs to be register first before he/she can meet the doctor. For a 
new patient, he/she must gives his/her persona] information such a full nam \ 
8 
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address etc to the clinic staff. This personal information will be record into patient 
file and then it will be arranged into a shelf following to the reference number that 
is viewed at the patient file. This reference number must be same as reference 
number at the patient card that will be kept by the patient. This is because to easy 
the staff traces the patient file record in the future. 
2. Tracing Patient File Record 
Once a patient already has registered to the clinic, he/she does not need to do so. 
He/she just needs to show his/her patient card to the clinic staff Then the clinic 
staff will find his/her record file following to the reference number that viewed at 
the patient card. This manual system might give rise to find the record file if the 
patient did not bring together or lost his/her patient card. 
3. Waiting System 
After the registration and finding the patient file record process, the patient must 
be waiting for a while before his/her tum arrive except for a serious case. First 
come, first serve. 
4. Get a Treatment 
After the patient turn arrived, he/she can meet the doctor to get his/her treatment. 
The doctor will check the patient and record the patient illness into patient file. 
Then, the file will pass to the staff to get the medicine following to doctor 
suggestion. 
9 
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5. Get Medicine 
The final process is to get the medicine. The patient needs to wait again for a 
while before his/her will be called to take his/her medicine. 
10 
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Old Patient 
~..-----------. / 
~ Patient file record wilJ be V 
given to the doctor 
Show the patient 
card 
Find patient file 
record 
New Patient 
Register to the clinic 
l 
Make patient file 
record and patient card 
Patient wait for his/her tum 
Patient sees the doctor 
Doctor checks the patient and 
record all the information into 
patient file 
The patient file record will 
pass to the clinic staff 
Clinic staff finds the medicine 
based on doctor's suggestion 
'I' 
The staff shows the medicine 
to the doctor to confirm it. 
Patient gets the medicine 
when his/her name is called. 
Figure 2.1: Manual linic ystem Proc ·ss 
11 
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2.1.1.1 Disadvantages of Manual Clinic System 
• Keeping of patient record based on reference number. 
• Difficult to access patient file record if the patient did not bring or lost their 
patient card. 
• Need more space to keep the file record. 
• Patient records are not safety because it can be access by anyone. 
• Lost of patient file record risk. 
2.1.2 Online Clinic System 
Imagine a seamless, uniform work environment. With instant anywhere, anytime 
access to clinical information from a single point of access. No need to worry about 
different work places, varying clinical workflow, or patient data from different sources. 
So the user can focus on critical care decisions. Help to improve patient safety. Reduce 
risk factors. And put the patients on the path to optimum health. "Primary concerns 
included the lack of a consistent "look and feel" for the various health related sites, lack 
of consistent links between sites and lack of electronic patient services." [ROBINSON, 
A, 2002] 
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2.1.2.1 Total Hospital Information System in Selayang Hospital 
3Com Asia Ltd, a networking innovator that offers effortless communication and 
information access has participated in helping RM 530 million state-of-the-art Selayang 
Hospital (SH) in implementing Total Hospital Information System (TIDS), which is said 
to be the world's and Malaysia's first in utilizing information technology in all aspects of 
its operation to provide seamless patient care. 
The Total Hospital Information System in Selayang Hospital is an integration of 
clinical, administrative and financial systems. The clinical is made up of Hospital 
Information System (HIS) and Picture Archiving Communication System (PACS). The 
I-:IlS is made up of various applications (Person Management, Scheduling, Order 
Management, Clinical Documentation, PIS, LIS, RIS, and so on). 
The Administration and Finance System as back end is integrated with the HIS so 
that any chargeable procedures or tests performed on the patients will automatically 
trigger the generation of the bills. With PACS, the system is also interfaced with the 
various x-ray machines. So the challenge here is that the integration is so deep and 
extensive that it is not only between software applications but also between applications 
and modalities or equipment especially in the radiology, laboratory, intensive care and 
operating theatres where the system is interfaced directly into the equipment and what 
ever data or image produced by such equipment will go directly on-line into the system. 
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In summary, patients' medical records, guidelines and clinical protocols are 
instantly available and can be assessed in one integrated workstation at any place and at 
any time in the hospital, provided that the user has proper authority to access the 
information. Being an electronic hospital that has taken the initiative to implement THJS, 
Selayang Hospital has become a showcase to the rest of the world. 
2.1.2.2 Digital Clinic System 
Digital Clinic System is developed to computerize some of the daily jobs of 
Manual Clinic System. 
To computerize the Manual Clinic System, human factor is the most important 
issue. The culture of the Manual Clinic System is quite conservative and almost of the 
operations in clinic is still following traditional manual methods. As results, there is a 
difficulty to make the doctors and staffs to adapt to the computer system instead of using 
their conventional methods. 
At this stage, this project is not to raise a revolution on Manual CJinic System that 
changes peoples' traditions, but to convert almost of the manual operations into 
computerized ones only. The methods, terminology and steps of the Manual Clinic 
System will be preserved as possible, so that people can enjoy the automatic, accurate 
and effective computer system with minimum learning. 
14 
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2.2 Clinic System that Exist 
2.2.1 Jackson Hospital (http://www.jackson.org/) 
This website was designed to provide user with a wide array of information about 
Jackson Hospital's services and programs. This hospital connectivity service is for 
current and future patients that allow the patients to contact their doctor via phone or 
email message. This website also provide the patient info that a11ow patients to quick 
access to information that might help patients feel more comfortable and accustomed to 
their hospital, their advanced facilities, and their caring physicians. 
Besides that, they provide a calendar event system to review the important events 
in Jackson Hospital to notify the users. However, this system is not secured for patient's 
medical information because there is not provide the login ID and password to access the 
system. This enables the users achieve the other patient's medical information. The 
patient's records are not safety. This may tbe persona] information of patients is revealed. 
15 
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2.2.2 Primary Health Care (http://www.pcdom.org.my/aboutus.htm) 
National Vision for Health is state in [Primary Care Doctors' Organization 
Malaysia]. The main objective of this website is to define, promote, maintain and 
strengthen the role of the general practitioners and other primary care I family physicians 
vis-a-vis other practitioners within the country's health care system, to ensure that every 
Malaysian family has a family I general practitioner as career and counselor as we move 
towards 2020. 
The Primary Health Care Pilot Project illustrates the commitment to the use of 
information and communication technology (ICT) by medical practitioners towards a 
mission of improving the quality of care to patients. This is achieved by improving the 
capacity and quaJity of the Primary Care Doctors (GPs) through information sharing via 
an electronic community of GPs, their clinic staffs and nurses. The efficiency of their 
work processes will be strengthened through the application of decision support system 
using evidence-based learning made possible only by adopting current information and 
communication technology. 
PCDOM Intranet Validation System to function as an intranet for Primary Care 
Doctors only. Access to the various topics is password protected, depending on who can 
have access to what information. Chat forums, mailing lists, bulletin boards, etc. provide 
the platform for doctors to communicate and exchange ideas and views. At the same time 
it is also a very effective method for learning 
16 
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2.3 Consideration of Technologies 
2.3.1 Consideration of Operating System 
2.3.1.1 Windows NT 
Windows NT was designed to be a robust, reliable operating system that could be 
easily maintained and that could be extended to take advantage of new technologies as 
they were developed. The system includes a highly functional executive that executes in 
kernel mode, and provides native system services. The executive provides the sole, 
secure entry point into the system that there are no back door entry points that could 
compromise security or damage the system in any way. In addition, the design includes a 
layer of protected system services that function in user mode between the application 
layer and the operating system. This modular approach allows additional crucial services 
to be added that with no change to the executive layer. Each major executive subsystem 
has been extensively documented to ensure that standard coding practices are used and 
that all features adhere to the system design and is maintainable over time. 
2.3.1.2 Windows 2000 Professional Edition 
Windows 2000 Professional is the Windows operating system for business 
desktop and laptop systems. It is used to run software applications, connect to Internet 
and intranet sites, and access files, printers, and network resources. 
Built on Windows NT technology and the easy-to-u e, familiar Window 98 u er 
interface, Windows 2000 Professional gives business users increased flexibility. The 
integrated Web capabilities let user connect to the lnternet from anywhere, at anytime- 
17 
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giving company access to host of flexible, cost-effective communications options. In 
addition, broad peripheral and mobile computer support make Windows 2000 
Professional an ideal operating system for a workforce that increasingly relies on 
notebook computers. Further, support and administrative staff will particularly appreciate 
the reliability and manageability enhancements that make desktop management simpler 
and more efficient. Windows 2000 Professional lets: 
• Work the way you did with Windows 98, only much faster. Combine the ease of 
Windows 98 with the manageability, reliability, and security of Windows NT, at 
speeds 30 percent faster than Windows 98 on PCs with 64 MB of RAM or more. 
• Communicate, share information, and use the Internet quickly and easily. With 
integrated support for Internet-enabled applications, business software developers 
incorporate the new ways to create and share information made possible by the 
Internet. 
2.3.2 Consideration of Server Side Scripting 
2.3.2.1 Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side scripting environment that 
can use to create and run dynamic, interactive Web server application . With A P, 
programmers can combine HTML pages, script commands, and COM components to 
create interactive Web pages or powerful Web-based applications, which are easy t 
develop and modify. 
2.3.2.1.1 Why ASP? 
18 
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Fast execution is one of the major reasons ASP is chosen to develop Digital Clinic 
System. Time saving is really important to the users. Users prefer online clinic mostly 
due to the convenient and time saving provided by the system. 
ASP enables dynamic web design effortlessly. This feature makes the web 
applications easy to maintain and modify to meet the new needs and requirements. ASP 
language is faster to write than other conventional web page design method. When come 
to the time frame consideration, ASP properly is the appropriate technology used to 
develop Digital Clinic System since ASP is easy to learn and use if compare to CGL ASP 
application is browser independence because it is server side scripting. 
The reason why choose ASP are shown below: 
1. For the HTML Author 
For the HTML author, he/she will find that server-side scripts written in 
ASP are an easy way to begin creating more complex, real-world Web 
applications. If he/she has ever wanted to store HTML form information in a 
database, personalize Web sites according to visitor preferences, or use different 
HTML features based on the browser, he/she will find that ASP provides a 
compelling solution. For example, previously, to process user input on the Web 
server you would have had to learn a language such as Perl or C to build a 
conventional Common Gateway Interface (CGJ) application. With A P, however, 
you can collect HTML form information and pass it to a database using imple 
server-side scripts embedded directly in your HTML documents. 
19 
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2. For the Experienced Web Scripter 
Since ASP is designed to be language-neutral, skilled at a scripting 
language such as VBScript, JScript, or PERL, already know how to use Active 
Server Pages. In ASP pages also can use any scripting language for which 
installed a COM compliant scripting engine. ASP comes with VBScript and 
JScript scripting engines, also can install scripting engines for PERL, REXX, and 
Python, which are available through third-party vendors. 
3. For the Web Developer and Programmer 
For develop back-end Web applications in a programming language, such 
as Visual Basic, C++, or Java, ASP a flexible way to quickly create Web 
applications. Besides adding scripts to create an engaging HTML interface for 
application, developer and programmer can build their own COM components. 
They can encapsulate their application's business logic into reusable modules that 
they can ca11 from a script, from another component, or from another program. 
4. The Active Server Pages Model 
A server-side script begins to run when a browser requests an .asp file 
from Web server. Web server then calls ASP, which processes the requested file 
from top to bottom, executes any script commands, and ends a Web page to the 
browser. Because the scripts run on the server rather than on the client, Web 
server does a11 the work involved in generating the HTML pages sent to brow ers. 
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Server-side scripts cannot be readily copied because only the result of the script is 
returned to the browser. Users cannot view the script commands that created the 
page they are viewing. 
2.3.2.2 Java Server Pages (JSP) 
Java Server Page is an extension of servlet technology. Java Server Page 
simplifies the delivery of dynamic Web content. They enable Web applications 
programmers to create dynamic content by reusing predefined components and by 
interacting with components using server side scripting. Java Server Page programmers 
can reuse Java Beans and create custom tag libraries that encapsulate complex, dynamic 
functionality. Custom-tag libraries even enable Web page designers who are not familiar 
with Java to enhance Web pages with powerful dynamic content and processing 
capabilities. 
In many ways, Java Server Pages look like standard XHTML or XML documents. 
In fact, JSPs normal1y include XHTML or XML markup. Such markup is known as 
fixed-template data or fixed-template text. Fixed-template data often help a programmer 
decide whether to use a servlet or a JSP. Programmers tend to use JSPs when most of the 
content sent to the client is fixed template data and only a small portion of the content is 
generated dynamica11y with Java code. Programmers use servlets when only a small 
portion of the content sent to the client is fixed-template data. Ln fact, omc servlets do 
not produce content. Rather, they perform a task on behalf of the client, and then invoke 
other servlets or JSPs to provide a response. Note that in most cases, servlet and J P 
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technologies are interchangeable. As with servlets, JSPs normally execute as part of a 
Web server. The server often is referred to as the JSP container. 
2.3.2.3 JSP Vs ASP 
The following is the comparison between JSP and ASP: 
Table 2.1: Comparison Between JSP and ASP 
JSP ASP 
Uses pure Java, takes full advantage Uses scripting languages 
of its object oriented nature (VBScript, JavaScript) to handle 
much of server-side its 
programmmg. 
Cross-platform support is strength. Works on other platforms with add- 
ons, but such combinations can't 
touch JSP's broad support on 
UNIX. 
Maintains session through the Uses the session object to manage 
HTTP session object. user state information, allowing the 
server to keep track of the user and 
the activities they're doing on the 
site. 
Uses the Servlet Context Object, Uses the application object, which 
which is equally similar to the way is similar to the e ion object to 
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sessions are handled to maintain maintain site-wide application 
site-wide application value while values. 
each client uses and manipulates the 
same copy of these values. 
database access. through ADO. 
JSP has edge in platform ASP can call COM object written in 
compatibility, but it forced user into any language-provided they run on 
all-Java Programming Model. It can windows. 
only make native calls to Java 
classes or Java Beans, which is 
written only in Java. 
Java uses a technology ca11ed JDBC For database connectivity, ASP sets 
(Java Database Connectivity) for up and uses ODBC connections 
2.3.3 Consideration of Web Scripting Languages 
Web scripting languages, also known as browser-dependent languages they are 
full fledge programming languages that cannot create stand-alone applications. These 
languages require a host application, in this case a web browser, to provide functionality 
to the scripting languages. The major web scripting languages are JavaScript and 
VB Script. 
2.3.3.1 JavaScript 
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JavaScript scripting language, which facilitates a discipline approach, is to design 
computer programs that enhance the functionality and appearance of Web pages. 
The JavaScript can be implemented for Web-based application. It's providing the 
programming foundation for both client-side scripting, which makes Web pages more 
dynamic and interactive, it provides the server-side scripting. 
2.3.3.2 VBScript 
Visual Basic script (VBScript) is a subset of Microsoft Visual Basic used in 
World Wide Web XHTML documents to enhance the functionality of a Web page 
displayed in a Web browser. Microsoft's Internet Explorer Web browser contains a 
VBScript scripting engine (i.e., an interpreter) that executes VBScript code. VBScript is 
particularly valuable when used with Microsoft Web servers to create Active Server 
Pages (ASP) - a technology that a11ows a server-side script to create dynamic content that 
is sent to the client's browser. 
2.3.3.2.1 Why VBScript? 
After consideration several languages that are available in the market, VBScript 
seems to be the most desirable scripting language. It is because VBScript is the default 
scripting language for ASP. Furthermore, it is also much easier to pick up the scripting 
languages, as most of us have already known Visual Basic. Time frame should always be 
considered to make sure the system would be completed within the time frame. ln 
addition to it, it is easier to implement as we11 as it does not require any additional 
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VBScript is a fast, portable, lightweight interpreter for use in WWW browser the web 
application. However, J script will only be used if some functions could not be supported 
with VBScript. 
2.3.3.3 Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
To publish information for global distribution, one needs a universa11y understood 
language, a kind of publishing mother tongue that all computers may potentially 
understand. The publishing language used by the World Wide Web is HTML (from 
HyperText Markup Language). 
HTML gives authors the means to: 
• Publish onJine documents with headings, text, tables, lists, photos, etc. 
• Retrieve online information via hypertext links, at the click of a button. 
• Design forms for conducting transactions with remote services, for use in 
searching for information, making reservations, ordering products, etc. 
• Include spread-sheets, video clips, sound clips, and other applications directly in 
their documents. 
2.3.4 Consideration of Web Server 
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2.3.4.1 Microsoft Internet Information Server 4.0 
ITS version 4.0 includes: 
a) Integration with Windows NT Server: 
• ITS provides a platform for building and deploying Web-based applications. 
• ITS brings the security of Windows NT Server to your Web site, without 
additional configuration, to protect your information with a single user directory 
and the ability to log onto a network. 
• Windows NT Server combined with ITS provides an integrated set of tools for 
running and managing your entire network, Web, and application services, 
reducing training time for administrators. 
b) Publish and share information: 
• Create professional-quality Web pages and publish entire sites, without knowing 
any HTML, by using wizards and templates. 
• Publish information to the Web using a Web browser, the Web publishing wizard, 
or FTP. 
• Share files and data on Windows NT, Novell NetWare and UNIX servers, and 
more than 55 databases, including Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, and Sybase 
databases. 
• Search for content in HTML and Microsoft Office document types, and multiple 
languages. 
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c) Build and run web applications: 
• Protect applications and Web sites against failure from misbehaving components 
or Web applications on the server, by running them in separate memory spaces, a 
feature known as process isolation. 
• Create scalable Web applications using built-in distributed application services 
that automatically scale to serve thousands of simultaneous users. 
• Developers can use languages they know to develop components and 
applications. 
• Developers familiar with desktop applications written in any language can write 
and debug components and applications that run on the server. 
Use the integrated Java Virtual Machine to provide an environment for running Java 
components on the server with ASP pages. 
2.3.4.2 Microsoft Internet Information Server 5.0 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server with Internet Information Services (US) 5.0 
offers performance gains and higher availability for your Web servers and sites. With 
tighter integration between the operating system and IJS, you can now tune your servers 
to perform much faster and more efficiently than in previous versions. 
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This document is intended for Web server administrators charged with monitoring 
and tuning Web sites running on Windows 2000 and ITS. Although there is some 
discussion of Web application testing and tuning here, this document's primary audience 
does not include Web application developers. 
This document discusses an approach to tuning the performance of your Web 
servers. It also addresses why performance tuning is important and discusses hardware, 
software, and testing issues involved in tuning your ITS 5.0 Web servers. FinalJy, it 
includes a short discussion of tools you can use to monitor and test server performance. 
While there is a discussion of some of the more prominent issues in tuning Web 
applications, this document does not delve into this issue exhaustively. For links and 
references to this and other topics, see the Resources section of this document. 
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2.3.5 Consideration of Database 
2.3.5.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Data warehouse serve the needs for an enterprise; in contrast, data marts serve 
specific business units or functions. It help user to better understand the information and 
have a new way to gain insights, see patterns and trends and make a better business 
decision. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a full-featured relational database management 
system (RDBMS) that offers a variety of administrative tools to ease the burdens of 
database development, maintenance and administration. 
2.3.5.2 Microsoft Access 2000 
One of the easiest ways of creating a database is by using Microsoft Access 2000. 
This is because it has an easy menu driven interface that Jets the user issue commands 
without an in depth understanding of Access. At its most basic level, Access can be used 
to develop simple personal database management system. 
Access is an excellent platform for developing an application that will run a small 
business. Its wizards allow developers to quickly and easily build the foundation of the 
application. The ability to build code modules allows developers to create code librarie 
of reusable functions, and the ability to add one behind form and reports all ws them to 
create powerful custom forms and reports. 
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2.3.6 Consideration of Software Development Tools 
2.3.6.1 Macromedia Dreamweaver 
Macromedia Dreamweaver is a professional HTML editor for visually designing 
and managing Web sites and pages. Whether you enjoy the control of hand-coding 
HTML or prefer to work in a visual editing environment, Dreamweaver makes it easy to 
get started and provides you with helpful tools to enhance your Web design experience. 
Dreamweaver includes many coding tools and features: an HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript reference, a JavaScript Debugger, and code editors (the Code view and Code 
inspector) that allow you to edit JavaScript, XML, and other text documents directly in 
Dreamweaver. Macromedia's Roundtrip HTML technology imports HTML documents 
without reformatting the code-and you can set Dreamweaver to clean up and reformat 
HTML when you want it to. 
Dreamweaver's visual editing features also Jet you quickly add design and 
functionality to your pages without writing a line of code. You can view all your site 
elements or assets and drag them from an easy-to-use panel directly into a document. 
Streamline your development work.flow by creating and editing images in Macromedia 
Fireworks, then importing them directly into Dreamweaver, or by adding Flash objects 
you create directly in Dreamweaver. 
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2.3.6.2 Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 
Macromedia Dreamweaver U1tradev is a professional environment for building 
Web applications. A Web application is a collection of pages that interact with each other 
and with various resources on a Web server, including databases. 
Ultradev is also a professional editor for creating and managing Web sites and 
pages. Because it incorporates all of Dreamweaver's page design and site management 
tools, Ultradev makes it easy to create, manage, and edit cross-platform, cross-browser 
Web pages. 
UJtradev is fully customizable. We can create our own objects, commands, and 
server behaviors, modify menus and keyboard shortcuts, and even write scripts to extend 
Ultradev with new actions, behaviors, and property inspectors. 
To build Web applications in Ultradev, we need the following: 
• A Web server 
• An application server that runs on your Web server, or a Web server that doubles 
as an application server, such as Microsoft's Personal Web Server (PWS) or 
Internet Information Server (US) 
• A database or database system 
• A database driver that supports your database system 
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The exact requirements vary depending on whether you use Ultradev to create 
Active Server Pages (ASP) applications, ColdFusion applications, or Java Server Pages 
(JSP) applications. 
Here are typical system configurations of ASP developers working with Microsoft 
Access databases: 
Table 2.2: Typical system configurations for ASP developers 
Ultradev system Web server App server Database driver 
Windows 95, 98, NT PWS runnmg PWS runrung Microsoft Access Driver 
Workstation locally locally (ODBC) 
Windows NT Server, ITS running us runnmg Microsoft Access Driver 
2000 loca1ly locally (ODBC) 
Macintosh TIS running IIS runnmg Microsoft Access Driver 
remotely remotely (ODBC) 
2.4 Summary 
As a whole, literature review is very important to the development of project as 
a11 information relevant to the project are thoroughly analyzed and reviewed. Next, we 
shall move on to Chapter 3 where we discuss the methodology for the project, a well a 
recognizing the requirements of the system. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
Methodology and system analysis are the earliest phases in development system. 
It involves identification of functional and non-functional requirement. This chapter 
focuses in the aspects of analyzing the information obtained so hat it can be incorporate 
into the system. System analysis is the process of understanding broader aspects of the 
system that would be required to solve problems. The overall emphasis is to gather 
information obtained and use this information to consider other alternatives possible 
before core holding that best solution for system. The analysis is done first to obtain 
requirements for the system. Then methodology is included into this chapter to see how 
the project will be developed. Synthesis is done from existing system and some features 
will be adopted into the propose system. Tools and languages for development wiJl be 
discussed and determined for the development of the project. 
3.2 Definition of Methodology 
Methodology is defined as a set method that is used in a particular area of activity. 
Methodology in system development means a methodical approach to project system 
planning, analysis, construction and evolution. 
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3.3 Waterfall Model with Prototype 
3.3.1 Overview 
Waterfall model with prototype, illustrated in figure 3.1 is the technique, which 
helps to control the trashing by including prototyping that enhance understanding. A 
prototype is a partially developed product that enables customer and developers to 
examine some aspect of the proposed system and decide if it is suitable or appropriate for 
the finished product. 
Often, the user interface is built and tested as a prototype, so the users understand 
what the new system will be like and the designers get a better sense of how the users like 
to interact with the system. 
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The prototyping model: 
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Figure 3.1: Waterfall Model with Prototype 
3.3.2 Waterfall Model with Prototype Approach 
Waterfall model with prototype was build by Royce at 1970. This model needs 
the developer of system to commit the analysis requirement first. System requirement 
was determined, defined and was checked carefully to be documented. After the user 
verifies the specification, the following phases are committed. 
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This model allows feedback and repetition in development system process. 
System developer can make a change to their previous phase if any correction is needed. 
As example, at design user interface phase, error mistake in specification may be needs 
the system developer repeats the analysis requirement phase. 
In software engineering, there has a concept or hypothesis describes that the cost 
of development may increase if the error mistake are not marked earlier. Therefore, 
define and verify in each phase are very important to avoid phase repetition. 
Based on this mode], prototyping technique is using to obtain the right of system 
requirement with use an interactive or repeatedly approach. Prototyping to involve 
development of subsystems that to be test by way of repeatedly before it can be 
implement completely. The involvement of users is important in developing the practical 
subsystems and can be accepted by users. 
If there is any error and the users are not satisfied with the subsystem, system 
developer go through to the analysis requirement phase to design the subsystem 
according to the specification needed by the users. The new subsystem will be 
implemented again. These procedures wil1 be done repeatedly until the users are total1y 
satisfied with the system. 
The prototype's procedures are including the several important steps. The system 
developer wil1 design the prototype quickly. These steps wi11 not take a long time because 
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it is only a small aspect will be considered. After that, this prototype will be implemented 
to see the effectiveness. 
For this procedure, the involvement from the users is important for giving the 
retaliation to the units of prototype, which has been developed. The system developer 
will focus to the matter, which is suggested by the users for making the changes. The 
changes will include the prototype's design step and the fo11owing steps until the users 
are totally satisfied with the system. 
Steps of prototyping: 
No 
Design prototype 
Try operating the 
prototype 
Yes 
Complete system 
Figure 3.2: Implementation of Prototype 
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3.3.2.1 Advantages of Waterfall Model With Prototype 
1. Allow users give their commitment to produce a useful input during development 
system process. One of the main objective in prototyping is to design system that 
is fulfilled the users need. According to this method, the users focus on the system 
design and the components that develop the system. During observation, the users 
will give their feedback to the system as their needs. Hence, the objectives of 
system development are easier to achieve. 
2. System development just takes a short time to develop it. To develop a simple 
prototype, its will take a long time. Earlier result also can be seen quickly with 
uses the prototype. But for the overa11 system might be taken a long period. 
3. Problem correction is a cost effective. Less cost requirement for error correction, 
which is can detect at first level of live cycle. Without use the prototype, problem 
may be or only will define after system completely developed. 
3.3.2.2 Disadvantages of Waterfall Model With Prototype 
l. Maximum of users commitment. Problem will use when the users are not having 
much time to involve actively in system development. It is give rise to steps of 
prototype and this will cause the system cannot be finished on time. 
2. Activities that produce prototype might bring the system development to non- 
meditate scope and are not expected. Users always needs the good y tern and 
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feedback receive may be out of development's objectives. From system scope and 
produce a bigger system. It might be the system not effective cannot be finished 
and will damage. However, a good management during phase level in the system 
can avoid this problem. 
Entirely, waterfall model with prototype laid emphasis on users satisfied 
and the interactive techniques that assume appropriate to the Digital Clinic 
System. This model is more emphasis on user's requirement factors and also 
indirect support humanity aspect system development. For example, interface 
design. System development should determine so that the interface design can be 
accepted and understand the users to get the interface. 
3.4 Focus detail on each Waterfall Model with Prototype Phases 
3.4.1 Software Engineering 
Definition: 
"Software Engineering is the application of scientific principles to the orderly 
transformation of a problem into a working software solution and the subsequent 
maintenance of that software until the end of its useful life. Software Engineering is more 
than just programming. The software engineering process generally starts long before a 
line of code is written and continues long after the initial version of the program has been 
completed. People and projects were following the process the approach software 
development." (SOMMERVILLE, I., 2000). 
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For the first phase of the thesis, the first step, which is requirement analysis and 
definition, will be done. It consume quite a portion of the system development time to 
ensure that the system will be design under a well plan and follow a exact scope. 
The software development steps sometimes also called the Software Development 
Life Cycle (SDLC). The principle stages of the model map onto the fundamental 
development activities. 
3.4.1.1 Analysis and Requirement Definition 
The system services, constrains and goal are established by consultation with 
system users. Both users and developer then define them in a manner that is 
understandable. 
This stage may begin with some analytic work, to determine the information 
requirement, what system objective have been identifies and focus on the users 
requirement for the new system. The stage may include a feasibility study to determine 
the possible alternatives for proceeding further. The stage may also focus on the existing 
system, their scope and whether they are for phase out or are adaptable for future use. 
3.4.1.2 System and Software Design 
The system design process partition the requirement to either hardware or 
software system. It establishes an overalJ system architecture. Software design involves 
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representing the software system function that may be transformed into one or more 
executable programs. 
A system design stage typically includes the preparation of components of 
different kinds. It is possible to prepare components of the system design stage in such a 
way that are independent of a specific tool that wi11 be used to develop the system. By 
definition, it involves knowledge of the tools to be used to develop system. 
3.4.1.3 Implementation and Unit Testing 
During this stage, the software design is realized as a set of programs or program 
units. Unit testing involves verifying that each unit meets its specification. 
3.4.1.4 Integration and System Testing 
The individual program units or programs are integrated and tested as a complete 
system to ensure that the software requirements have been fulfill. After testing, the 
software system is delivered to users. 
Before the system can be used, it must be tested. It is much less costly to catch 
problems before the system is signed over to users. A series of tests to pinpoint problems 
is first run the system with sample data and eventually with actual data from the current 
system. 
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3.4.1.5 Operational and Maintenance 
Normally this is the longest life cycle phase. The system is installed and put into 
practical use. Maintenance involves correcting errors that were hot discovered in the 
earlier stages of the life cycle; improving the implementation of the system units and 
enhancing the system services as new requirement are discovered. 
Maintenance of the system and its documentation begins in this phase and is 
carried out routinely throughout the life of the system. Much of the programmer routine 
work consists of maintenance and spends a great deal of money on maintenance. 
3.5 Information Gathering 
Information gathering is the most important step in defining scope and objective 
of the system. It provides a better understanding and better view to the requirement of the 
system. The methods that are used to collect facts are: 
• Material reading/Internet research 
• Interview 
• Observation 
• Study on system that exists 
3.5.1 Material Reading/Internet research 
The main source of colJecting the related literature was thru reading medical 
references from the Internet surfing. Some relevant information was being search on the 
Internet, especially that technical information in developing the system. 
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3.5.2 Interview 
Interview process has been carried out in order to identify and understand the 
loopholes and weaknesses of the current clinic management system. Interview sessions 
are done together with future users, which comprise of the patients and clinic staffs. 
3.5.3 Observation 
Observing the decision-making and the decision maker's physical environment 
are important information gathering techniques for system analysts. Observing the clinic 
environment and the activities that happened in clinic help retrieving important 
information, which has not been mention during the interview. A clearer picture on the 
flow of the transaction and the management system of the clinic had been captured. 
3.5.4 Study on System that exists 
A study has been made on the system that exists. lt provides a clearer picture of how a 
clinic system operates and how the system was build. The result and summary of the 
study are shown in chapter 2. 
3.6 Summary 
Therefore, I believe that development approach consisting on the Waterfall Model 
with prototype is the most appropriate methodology. lt wi1l serve as the main guidance 
towards the development of the Digital Clinic system. 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
As I mention before, system analysis and analysis requirement phases are the 
earliest phases in the system development life cycle. These phases are important to obtain 
clarification and knowing about important aspects that necessary be considered in 
develops a system. 
System analysis activities necessary approach that elaborately states the point of 
user and administrator side and also few of specification requirements that determined by 
the organization. 
This analysis important to make sure the system performs and supports 
requirement and user needed. For this purpose, analysis system is divided into 3 main 
separated that are user analysis, administrator analysis and specification requirement 
system that include functional requirement and non-functional requirement. 
4.2 User Analysis 
For this purpose, user system is divided into 2 sections that are user and 
administrator system (including the doctor). This separated are executed to obtain clearer 
and more detail perspective from different user side. 
As that mentioned, 1 was prepared the investigation form and distributed to 20 
respondents that consists of people in many level and age. The respondents were 
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involving clinic staffs and public. This is important to get feedback and opinion clearly 
about Digital Clinic System. 
4.2.1 Analysis and Synthesis from Investigation Form 
Percentage of system that used by user 
0 Manual System 
13 Online System 
Figure 4.1: Pie chart shown percentage of bow users register for clinic system 
The questions that be asked to the respondents are: 
1) How do you register to the clinic system? 
2) How long do you spent to register or use this system? 
3) How do make an appointment with the doctor? 
4) In your opinion, does the system that you use encumber to patient and staff? 
5) Do you satisfy with the system that you are using? 
6) Do you agree if any online clinic system is developed? 
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For first question, most of user generally (from 20 respondents) never uses online 
system. Study from the investigation that is done and knowable that 87 percents from 
respondents use manual clinic system. And the rest of them, ever or have been use online 
clinic system (13 percents). 
Users were use manual clinic system state that the system is encumbering to 
patient and clinic staff This system is not efficient and cost effective because it takes 
about 5 minutes or more for management process such as patient registration, 
appointment management etc. 
For the fourth and fifth questions, only 55 percents from respondents state that 
system they used are not satisfied. 35 percents are not so satisfy as the other and other 10 
percents are satisfied with the manual c1inic system they are used. And for the 
respondents that ever use online clinic system is satisfied with the system and they state 
the system necessary enhancement. 
For final question, most of the respondents were agree with suggestion to develop 
Digital Clinic System. 67 percents of the respondents were agreed and other 33 percents 
were not agreed. The respondents that agreed with the suggestion are state that is a good 
idea to save time and cost effective. For the respondents was not agreed state that they are 
not familiar with computerized system. 
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4.3 Analysis Administrator 
Conclusion that I can make from the interview sessions is most of the respondents 
enthusiastic with the suggestion to develop system that implement with online system (98 
percents). I was interviewing some of the clinic staff around Muar, Johor. They are Mrs. 
Sawiah Kassim and Dr. Mohd Tasnain Sabri. 
Besides they storied about background and usage system that exists, they also 
believe that is so practical if a clinic management system is performed as online system. 
Beside to less the peripheral cost, this technique also can spend more time and energy to 
perform this system. And also with updated view data information, that easier to access, 
just download from website and not necessary procedure and process that onJy waste 
time. For analysis administrator, simple approach is used through the interview. A few 
questions are ready that will be asked to clinic staff for develop this system. The 
questions are: 
l. How and what technique that be used to keep important information and personal 
patient information in this system? 
2. Does has any security aspect that is given to important information and patient 
information that be registered? 
3. How doctor schedule his/she timetable between task and appointment with 
patient? 
4. Does bas any problem during use current system? What is the problem? 
5. Do you agree if any system that implement with online system? 
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4.4 Specification Requirement System 
This section covers the aspect of functional requirements and non-functional 
requirement of Digital Clinic System. Digital Clinic System is divided into three separate 
modules, mainly administrator module, doctor module and patient module. The 
functional requirement will be described as follows: 
4.4.1 Functional Requirement 
4.4.1.1 Patient Module 
The patient will be the front end user of the system. They shall be given access to 
the patient information, patient appointment and patient diagnosis. However, they are 
restricted from editing and deleting the data in the system except their personal 
particulars such as their telephone number, email address etc. there few functions that 
will work in order to faciJitate the patient module. They are: 
1) Sign up module 
Allows new patient register to the clinic as online. This module will be 
viewed automatically when patient want register to the cJinic system. This moduJe 
gives view based on interactive form, where is needs the patient entering the 
patient information. This system gives chance to patient to choose his or her own 
password in log in user process. System just aJlows patient to choose the 
password not less than 6 characteristic. With just click the submit button, 
registration information wil1 be kept into database. 
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2) Registration record module 
Registration record will be viewed to the patient for double check the 
patient information. Error message will be sent to patient if the form is not 
complete. 
3) Sign in module 
Patient needs to enter their user name and password that has been 
registered during registration process. System able to find out password that have 
been entered either it is true or false. Patient is a11owed to change his or her 
usemame and password. 
4) Appointment module 
This module allows patient to make an appointment with a doctor based 
on doctor's schedule. This system provides a form that can be filled by patient to 
make an appointment with the doctor. 
5) Diagnosis Module 
This module allows patient to make diagnosis for unserious problems and 
get the appropriate prescriptions based on the intelligent module that is available 
in this system. 
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6) Sign out module 
This module allows patient to quit from system with click the log out 
button. System able to inform patient that sign up process is successful. 
4.4.1.2 Doctor Module 
1) Sign in Module 
This module view the doctor page where is necessary doctor to log in 
his/her user name and password first. This module allows doctor to add, delete, 
and modify his/her records systematically. 
2) Appointment Management Module 
This module also can view appointment message automatically when 
he/she login to doctor page. Appointments are effectively scheduled with the 
ability to increase patient convenience through a suitable choice of pre- 
appointment reminder. At any point of time, the doctor can rearrange their 
schedule; the appointment management will be automatically updated. 
3) Schedule Task Module 
Allows doctor to schedule and plan his/her daily works and add, delete, 
modify his/her record systematically. 
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4.4.1.3 Administrator Module 
This section allows the admin to manipulate the records in the database. This 
includes the right to create, delete and update the data in the database. The admin also has 
the right to view the result of the appointment, change the password and searching for the 
user data. 
1) Sign in module 
This module view page for administrator that is responsibility to system 
maintains. System can view form that is used to enter administrator name and 
bis/her password for determined either he/she is a clinic staff This information 
will be processed and compared with information that has been in database. For 
database, information that is relevance to administrator ID will be kept in 
relevance file. 
2) System Management Module 
System Management module provides the administrator of the Digital 
Clinic System complete control over the users of the system 
• User Management 
This sub-module caters for the management of personnel authorized to access 
the system. 
- Add User Profile 
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The system administrator can add a new account for an authorized user, 
set password and fill in the full personal information. 
- Edit User Profile 
The system administrator can edit the user details; change the password 
and lock/unlock the account. 
- Delete User Profile 
When user account is no longer in use, the details can be removed from 
the system. 
3) Appointment Module 
This section allows the administrator to check appointment status that has 
been made by patients. This module also can view patient appointment details to 
confirm the appointment. 
4.4.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
The non-functional requirements define the system properties and constraints. 
These requirements are very subjective and play an important role in the system 
functional ability: 
1. Usability and user friendliness 
The Digital Clinic System will be developing base on the G I. Thus, it will 
provide a better visualization to user and reduce the risk where user make mistake 
when using the system. Icon with understandable meaning wi1J be u ed. 
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2. Consistency 
Standard icon will be used throughout the whole system so that user won't mixed 
up the function and feel confident performing their daily task. Apart from this, the 
user interface will have a consistent color and organized layout for the whole 
system even though in different sub module. 
3. Reliability 
Managing patient data is a critical task and sometimes involving human life. Thus 
the system will have to be developing so that it is reliable and can recovery in 
short period when facing system failure. Backing up database information will 
have to be done in certain period to avoid any unpredictable disaster. 
4. Efficiency 
This system should provide an efficient data storage and retrieval. The new user 
should be able to be familiar with the system in short time. This system also 
enables users to handle their jobs efficiently by reducing time, manpower and 
other resource. 
5. Integrity 
This system allows only authorized user to access the system. The valid users 
have to log on the system by using their user password. This will ensure the 
integrity of data and system. 
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6. Security 
The security feature enables the system to meet the security requirements for 
storage, communication and displaying of data. Patient records are one of the 
highly secure data and need to be protecting against viewing by unauthorized 
personal. The security management module will have a big responsibility to 
ensure the security of the system. 
4.5 Analysis and Synthesis of Development Tools 
4.5.1 Analysis and Synthesis of Web Server 
After study the advantages and disadvantages of web server, Internet Information 
Server is chosen as web server for this system. This is because Internet information 
Server is integrated with Windows 2000 that I choose for operating system. 
4.5.2 Analysis and Synthesis of Operating System 
Windows 2000 is chosen where it is be easier to use and to manage, because 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional is more compatible and more powerful than any 
workstation used before. 
• Easy to use 
With Windows 2000 Professional, faster access to information, and able to 
accomplish tasks more quickly and easily. 
Windows 2000 Professional makes it easier to: 
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• Work with files . 
Find information . 
Personalize your computing enviromnent. 
Work on the Web . 
Work remotely . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
0 Easier to manage 
Network administrators can work more efficiently, because many of the most 
common computer-management tasks are automated and streamlined with 
Windows 2000 Professional. 
With Windows 2000, your workstation wil1 be easier to: 
• Set up. 
• Administer. 
• Support. 
o More Compatible 
Windows 2000 Professional offers increased compatibility with different types of 
networks and with a wide array of legacy hardware and software. 
Windows 2000 also provides: 
• Improved driver support. 
• Increased support for new-generation hardware and multimedia 
technologies. 
• Integration of the new Euro currency symbol. 
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• More Powerful 
For all your computing needs, Windows 2000 Professional provides: 
• Industrial-strength reliability. 
• The highest level of security. 
• Powerful performance. 
4.5.3 Analysis and Synthesis of Database 
For Digital Clinic System development purpose, database implication is quite 
large and able to be connected to user server environment. There for, Microsoft 
Access 2000 is chosen as database development software. At the side of it does 
not need additional software because it is already have in Microsoft office 2000 
package, it is also can integrate with Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev. 
Microsoft Access provides new features designed to help easily use the Internet. 
What I need is a Web browser, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, and a modem, 
intranet connection, or other network connection to access the lnternet and take 
advantage of some of these new features. 
• Create data access pages Create Web pages that can use to add, edit, view, or 
manipulate current data in a Microsoft Access database 
• Collaborate over an Intranet or the Internet Use NetMeeting to collaborate with 
others on a Microsoft Access database or Microsoft Access project. 
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• Assign a hyperlink to a toolbar button or menu command Assign a hyperlink to a 
toolbar button or menu command for easy access to a location on my computer, a 
network, an intranet, or the Internet. 
4.5.4 Analysis and Synthesis of Technology and Script Language 
Asp provides easy method to access information. Asp can be act as a medium 
between database and interface to produce dynamic information to user. It also fulfil) user 
request with more efficient and effective beside easier developed compare to CGI. 
VBScript and JavaScript are appropriate script language in web development 
technology. But there are different in ability to interface at browser aspect. JavaScript 
interface is much better uses Netscape Navigator and VBScript is appropriate to use 
Internet Explorer. Beside, JavaScript is object oriented and VBScript is subset to Visual 
Basic. 
As a result, for this system development, web development technologies that are 
chosen are ASP and VBScript because both of them are able to produce system with 
minimum complexity. 
4.5.5 Analysis and Synthesis of Web Editor 
Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev has been selected as web editor for 
development system. Jt is provide easy web development facilities and up to date, support 
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ASP to produce dynamic website, support ODBC for system connection technique to 
database and support other file format such as gif, flash and jpeg. 
4.6 Hardware and Software Requirement 
After study and comparison hardware and software requirement in chapter 2, here 
is the analysis and synthesis of hardware and software requirement that have been 
chosen: 
4.6.1 Hardware Requirement 
• Personal Computer, with Intel Celeron processor 333MHz or higher. 
• 64MB of RAM 
• 3GB of hard disk space or higher 
• 15" Digital Monitor 
• Keyboard, mouse as input devices. 
4.6.2 Software Requirement 
• Internet Explorer for the user interface. 
• Active Server Page (ASP) as web scripting. 
• Microsoft Internet Information Server (TIS) as a web server 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4.0 
• Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 2000 or Windows NT Operating 
System. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
System design is concerned with how the system functionality will be provided by 
the different components of the system. System design is stages in the development 
process where the requirement for the system are translate into the system characteristics. 
There are 4 major components in the system design: 
• Architecture Design 
• Database Design 
• User Interface Design 
5.1.1 Architecture Design 
5.1.1.1 Management Information System (MIS) 
Definition: 
Management Information System (MIS) is computerized information system 
that work because of the purposeful interaction between people and computers. By 
requiring people, software (Computer Program), and hardware (computer, printer etc) 
to function in concert, management information system supports a broader spectrum 
of organizational tasks than transaction processing systems, Including decision 
analysis and decision-making. 
A Digital Clinic System can be defined as an open system, which attempt to 
integrate and communicate the outside and inside flow of information within a clinic. It 
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also provides the common functions for all application. The areas include, medical 
information system, patient administration system. 
5.1.1.2 Client Server Architecture 
Definition: 
An organization of computers on a network in which one computer (the client) 
is requesting a process or data from another computer (the server) attached to the 
network. [SULLIVAN, .!. } 
The team is a functional, not a physical description. In other words, the two 
computers may alternate their roles as "client" and "server". Binding is the process 
whereby the association between the client and server occurs. Binding may be dynamic 
which means that the client finds the appropriate server through the network directory 
service if the server is registered. Binding may be provided directly if the client knows 
the IP address. 
In a network, the client/server model provides a convenient way to interconnect 
programs that are distributed efficiently across different locations. Jn the usual 
client/server model, one server, sometimes called a daemon, is activated and awaits client 
requests. Typically, multiple client programs share the services of a common server 
program. Both client programs and server programs are often part of a larger program or 
app1ication. [KALAKOTA, R.] 
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Using a relational database management system (DBMS), user queries could be 
answered directly. The client/server architecture reduces network traffic by providing a 
query response rather than total file transfer. It improves multi-user updating through a 
GUI front end to a shared database. In client/server architecture, Remote Procedure Calls 
(RPCs) or Standard Query Language (SQL) statement are typically used to communicate 
between the client and server. [TAYLOR, L.] 
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Figure 5.1: The distributed client-server application 
5.1.1.3 Digital Clinic System Using Three-Tier Architecture 
In the recent year, client/server system has revolved to two-tier, three-tier and n- 
tier architectures. The following are some information regarding the two-tier and three- 
tier architecture and the reason why three-tier had been chosen in the system. 
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5.1.1.4 what is Two-Tier Architecture? 
Two-tier architecture is where a client talks directly to a server, with no 
intervening server. It is typically used in small environments (less than 50 users). 
A common error in client/server development is to prototype and application in a 
small, two-tier environment, and then scale up by simply adding more users to the server. 
This approach will usually results in an ineffective system, as the server becomes over 
whelmed. To properly scale to hundreds or thousands of users, it is usually necessary to 
move to three-tier architecture [TAYLOR, L.]. 
5.1.1.5 what is Three-Tier Architecture? 
Three-tier architecture introduces a server (or an "agent") between the client and 
the server. The role of the agent is manifold. It can provide translation services (as in 
adapting a legacy application on a mainframe to a client/server environment), metering 
services (as in acting as a transaction monitor to limit the number of simultaneous 
requests to a given server) or inte1Jigent agent services (as in mapping a request to a 
number of different servers, collating the results, and returning a single response to the 
client. [TAYLOR, L.] 
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It consists of three well-defined and separate processes, each runmng on a 
different platform [SADOSKI, D.]: 
1. The user interface, which runs on the user's computer (the client). 
2. The functional modules that actually process data. This middle tier runs on a 
server and is often called the application server. 
3. A database management system (DBMS) that stores the data required by the 
middle tier. This tier runs on a second server called the database server. 
~Client 
+ 
~ nsserver 
com ponent:s 
--'!l;)lioo .... c=:J--o . 
c:=:J--o __,/ 
·* .1 ier 
3 
--------1[ LJ Database 
Tier 2 
ASP 
'~ 
Figure 5.2: Three-Tier Architecture 
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The three-tier design had the advantage over traditional two-tier design or single-tier 
because of the following reason [SADOSKI, D.]: 
• The added modularity makes it easier to modify or replace one tier without 
affecting the other tiers. 
• Separating the application functions from the database functions makes it easier to 
implement load balancing. 
• The ability to support transaction by a huge number of users on the server at the 
same time. 
5.1.1.6 Advantages of Three-Tier Architecture 
Three-tier application architecture offers significant advantages in the fo11owing criteria: 
1. Isolation of Concerns 
The major advantage is that the front-end clients are clearly separated from the 
back-end data manipulation facilities. This allows details of the data storage 
mechanisms such as which database is used, record structure and field names to 
be abstracted away from the client processes. All the front-end sees is an abstract 
operation request which takes input and output parameters. 
2. Enabling Database Migration 
Database restructuring, upgrades, migration or other changes can be performed 
without the necessity to stop or alter the client programs. 
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3. Front-End Modifications 
Similarly, new front-end clients can be introduced or old ones removed without 
any need to modify the databases or provide new access mechanisms. 
4. Data from Multiple Sources 
A client may require data from a number of servers. This can be handled easily 
because a Control Agent automatically splits the data operation request into 
several sub-operations. The appropriate agent then performs each sub-operation 
and the combined results forwarded to the calling client. 
5. Reduced Database Loading 
In Three-Tier Architecture, not only does the database machine benefit from 
fewer connections but also any data caching operations results in fewer data 
operations and therefore fewer throughputs. In addition, this saving is 
concentrated on those very queries that are most commonly performed, thus 
reducing the potential for conflict on any hot spots in the data. 
As a conclusion it was found that the three-tier architecture is: 
• Reliable 
• Scalability 
• Easy to control 
• Flexible to change 
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5.1.2 Database Design 
This phase involve process are relevance with database design that will be used to 
store information's that relevance with registration along system execution. This database 
will used to record all input or output data process that happen when user use this system. 
For yield database that able to accommodate all information process in this 
system, database design must be planned. This is to avoid data lost or data overlap that 
might be happen when there is dearth on database structure. 
For this purpose, understanding this system is important to make sure the entities 
m this system and understand the connection is exist between entities. For develop 
database in this system, some entities are determined. All this entity will ensure fluency 
of system process. Entities that will determined are discussed as below: 
Table 5.1: Database Design for Digital Clinic System 
Table Field Name Data Type Field Size 
StaffAccount • Staff_ID (Primary key) Text 50 
• Staff Name Text 50 - 
• Staff Password Text 50 - 
• Address Text 255 
• Telephone No Int 50 
• Email Text 50 
Doctor Account • Doctor _ID (Primary key) Te t 50 
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• Doctor Name Text 50 - 
• Doctor Password Text 50 
• Address Text 255 
• Telephone No Int 50 
• Email Text 50 
Appointment • Patient ID Text 50 
• Appointment_ ID Text 50 
• Time Slot Text 50 
• Date Booked Text 50 
• Doctor ID Text 50 
• Doctor Name Text 50 
~ 
Staff ID • Username (Primary Key) Text 50 
(Authorized staff) • Password (Primary Key) Text 50 
~ 
PatientAccount • Patient_id (Primary Key) T xt 5 
• Patient Password Text 50 
• Patient Name ext 50 
• Address Te t 255 
• Telephone_no Text 50 
• mail Text 50 
~ 
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5.1.3 User InterfaceDesign 
This phase involve planning process to produce sketch process that occurred in 
system, beside important to design appropriate user interface and fulfill user requirement. 
Each relevance process that planned and sketched into diagram uses R-Diagram 
and Data Flow diagram (DFD) methods. ER-Diagram is used to facilitate databa c 
design. The main purpose for developing entity-relationship model is to support a user' 
perception of data, and to conceal the more technical aspects associated with database 
design. 
Then DFD that is produced can be used to increase the entirely imagine about 
system. Its not also describe work flow of process system but it also can imagine work 
flow for input in or out that will be processed before produce its output. 
The following steps are to design the ketch of user interface that will be 
Produced. It must be obey user-friendly concept, purposefully to help facilitate u er u e 
this system. For this purpose, usage ofMacromedia reamw a er Ultrade oft ware will 
be used. It is also yield programming that can de igns form where will be u ed in thi 
system. These forms will be used to receive data by u er enter d bcf re it will be 
Processed and stored in databa e are provided. 
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It will uses facilitates are provided in this software such as text box, check box, 
radio button etc. All this facilitate can help the user to enter the data are relevance with 
registration request easily. 
User interface design involve diagram that is guidance entire system to carry out 
each process is involved. Here, these are ER-Diagram is shown in figure 5.3 and ata 
Flow Diagram will shown in figure 5.4 for Digital Clinic System. 
Patient 
Schedule 
Digital Clinic 
System 
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5.1.3.1 Graphical User Interface (GUis) Approach 
The system will be running in the window environment. Thus, a user-friendly 
graphical user interface environment will be developing to ease users burden when using 
the system. Using the Windows 2000 platform, the system capitalizes on the familiarity 
of the mouse-driven point and click windows graphical user interface approach; the 
system will be easy to use and understandable. It is design to lower the learning curve 
and minimize the cost of user training 
Graphical User interface allows direct manipulation of the graphical 
representation on the screen, which can be accomplished with keyboard input, a joystick 
or a mouse. 
The key to GUI is the constant feedback on task accompli h that it provid . 
Continues feedback on the manipu]ated object means that change or re er als in 
operations can be made quickly without incurring error message. 
The creation of GUls interface poses a challenge, ince an appropriate model of 
reality or an acceptable conceptual several skills in away that stretche the capabilitie f 
rnost system analysts and programmer. The r spon c time of the tern will als be 
taken under consideration while creating user interface becau e it will have a great 
1rnpact on the system performance. 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
System implementation is a process that converts the system requirements and 
design into program codes. It involves the translation of the software representation 
produced by the design phase into a computer-readable form. Nearly all the design phases 
that have been presented to this point are directed towards a final objective: to translate 
representation of software into a form that can be "understood" by the computer. r have 
(finally) reached the coding step a process that transforms design into a pr gramrning 
language. The primary goal of this phase is the production of a simple, clear source cod 
with internal documentation that will ease the processes of verification, debugging, 
testing, modification and further enhancement. Besides that, this phase also going to 
discuss about the coding methods used during the development of Digital linic stem. 
6.1 Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development fa tern. It 
ts crucial for the rapid development of Digital linic y tern. U ing the uitablc hardware 
and software will speed up the system and it performance. The hardware and oftware 
tools used to develop the entire system are as follow: 
6.1.t Hardware Requirements 
• Personal Computer, with lntel eler n pr ce or 3MHz r high r. 
• 64MB of RAM 
• 3GB of hard disk space or higher 
• 15" Digital Monitor 
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• Keyboard, mouse as input devices 
6.1.2 Software Tools Requirements 
• Internet Explorer for the user interface. 
• Active Server Page (ASP) as web scripting. 
• Microsoft Internet Information Server (IlS) as a web server 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver U1tradev 4.0 
• Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 2000 or Windows NT Operating 
System 
6.1.2.1 Software Tools for System Development and Design 
The software tools used for system development are vital t ucce sful 
implementation of this system. The table below Ii ts all the ftware u ed t devel 
Digital Clinic System. 
Table 6.1: Software Tool for Development 
Internet Explorer 6.0 
Software Module De cription 
Microsoft Windows 2000 tem 
Databa erver 
ment Web 
W Page Orv ing 
Microsoft Access 2000 
Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4.0 
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6.1.2.2 Software Tools for Report Writing 
Microsoft Word 2000 is used to write the report because of its wide availability 
and user friendliness. 
6.2 Program Development 
Program development is the process of creating the programs needed to satisfy an 
information system's processing requirements. Program development con ist of the 
following five steps: review the program documentation, design the program, code the 
program, and test the program and completion the program documentation. ·igure 6.1) 
Review the 
program 
•Ir 
Design the 
program 
ode the 
program 
', 
Test the program 
,., 
ompleti n the pr gram 
documcntati n 
Figure 6.1: The five tep of program d lopmcnt 
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6.2.1 Review the Program Documentation 
The first step in the program development is to review the program 
documentation that was prepared during the previous phases. The program 
documentation of catalogue ordering system consists of simple process descriptions, 
report layouts, data dictionary entries and the source documents. This documentation 
helps me to understand better the work that needs to be covered during this coding pha c. 
6.2.2 Design the Program 
After the program documentation review, l need to design the program, which is 
the second level of program design during the system development. For this econd 1 el 
of program design, I have exactly decided how the program can ace mplish what it mu t 
do by developing a logical solution to the programming problem . he logical oluti n, 
or logic for program is a step-by-step solution to a programming problem. 
6.2.3 Code the Program 
Coding the program is the proces of writing the program in truction that 
implement the program design. Design specification must be tran lated int a machine- 
readable format. The coding step performs thi ta k. If design i pcrf rmcd in a detailed 
manner, coding can be accompli hed mechanicall . 
6.2.4 Test the Program 
During the testing program level, I mu t th r ughl tc t a rogram t 
functions correctly before the program proce c a tual data and pr du ' inf rmatic n (>11 
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which people will rely. I will perform several types of test on an individual program. 
(Will be further discusses in details in section below). 
6.2.5 Document the Program 
Accurate and complete program documentation is essential for the successful 
operations and maintenance of the information system. This documentation includes the 
system user manual that may need by most of the customers as well as the system 
administrators. 
6.3 Program Coding 
As we know in system implementation, the program coding is a proces that 
translates a detail design representation of a system into programming language. 
Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev is u d f r writing the pr gram. h 
algorithm is transferred to lines of code. Active Server Page (A P) is practiced in m t 
of the programming in coding. Within the A P, client idc scripting language such a 
VBScript and JavaScript was used occasionally. Besides that, transact Micro oft Acee 
is used when writing stored procedure. 
The coding basically can be divided into tree part and the e ar u r part, doctor 
Part and administrator part. 
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6.3.1 Methodology 
Digital Clinic System using a modular approach where each module is developed 
separately and are later integrated into a fully functional system. For each module, it is 
further refined into functions and procedures. By using a modular approach, future 
modification and enhancements are made easily. 
6.3.2 Coding principles 
The following principles were applied during the implementation of Digital Clinic 
System: 
• Coding Conventions 
Coding conventions such as program labeling, naming convention , comment 
and indention should be adhered to. Jt provides ea y identification for the 
programmer. 
• Readability 
Codes should be easy to understand. Adherence to c ding convention such as 
naming conventions and indentation contribute to program readability. 
• Maintainability 
Codes should be easily revised or corrected. To facilitate maintenance, c de 
should be readable, modular and as general a p s ible. 
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• Robustness 
The codes should be able to handle cases of user error by responding 
appropriately. 
• Internal Documentation 
Internal comments provide a clear guide during the maintenance pha c of the 
system. Comments provide the developer with a means of communicating with 
other readers of the source code. Statements of purpose indicating the function of 
the module and a descriptive comment that is embedded within the body of the 
source code is needed to describe processing functions. 
6.3.3 Major Functions of Digital Clinic System 
• Data Verification 
Before a record can be stored in databa e, thi function will ch k either the 
record that was entered by user is valid or not. If the rec rd is not alid, the u er i 
needed to reenter the correct data. This function i important t make urc th 
reliability of data. 
• Data Search 
Authorized users who want to make a diagno i nline, they ma to do o by 
using the search engine that i provided b thi tern. 1 he ju t n ed to c in 
the keyword to fine the de ired rec rd. Me age will be h wn if the record wa 
not found and if record found it will b di iplu id. 
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• Update Data 
This function contain of programming codes for updating record process that 
were exist in database. Update record is available to administrator only. 
• Delete Record 
This function contain of programming codes that used to delete record. nly 
administrator can delete record. Example, administrator deletes user record r 
appointment record. 
• Add Record 
This function is used to add record or information. Administrator provide it. 
Example, add an URL for diagnosis online or add an appointment to et u er 
appointment with a doctor. 
• User Interface 
To build a user-friendly system, a complex programming code is n l needed. 
Digital Clinic ystem user tools are provided with butt n or h perlin at each 
page to ease of use by user. 
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6.3.4 Web Page Development 
Being a fully web-based online registration system, Digital Clinic System makes 
use of the Internet browser. It has been coded by using the Hyper Text Markup Language 
(HTML). 
As for server scripting, ASP technology and VBScript are u ed. A P cases 
database retrieval and manipulation. The web server process A P files before b ing 
presented to the browser. The user will not be able to view the code written in A P 
codes. This is because the web server will interpret all ASP codes into HTML code , 
whenever user requests the ASP files. 
In addition, Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4.0 is used to develop the web 
pages and debugging the errors. It provides rapid development environment for building 
ASP, extensive database tools for connecting a web ite t any data a c via p •n 
Database Connectivity (ODBC) and a multitude of wizard create irnplc databa c 
driven web application. 
6.3.5 Database Connectivity 
In order to connect the user section to the databa c, pen ataba c nnccti ity 
(ODBC) was created in the server by pecifying the ata N). 11 we er 
the administration section used ActiveX ata bject A ) to onne t to the dat ba. . 
ADO provide the mean by which program code acce e a databa e. I\ 
a database through an L pro ider, B 1. Mi .rosof!' · 11, lo ·r-1 · ·I 
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database interface that provides access to many different kinds of data. The OLE DB 
provider exposes this database to ADO, which in tum a11ow connection to data using 
Data Controls or Object interface. OLE DB was used as it can access to other fl les such 
as word document, spreadsheet, and mail and so on besides database files. This makes the 
application more flexible. 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 
Testing is the process of exercising of evaluating a system by manua] or 
automatic means to verify that it satisfied requirements of to identify differences expected 
and actual results. By the other words, testing is a verification and validation process. 
Verification refers to set of activities that ensure that the software correctly 
implements a specific function. On the other hand, validation refers to a different ct of 
activities that ensuring the software have been built traceable to user requirement . 
Software testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents the 
ultimate review of requirements specification, design and coding. 
Rules that can serve well as testing objectives are: 
• Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an err r. 
• A good test case is one that has a high probability f finding an undi vcr ·d 
error. 
• A successful test is one that uncover an a yet undisc ver d error. 
According to C. Kaner, J. Falk, H. Q. Nguyen ( 1993), a good te t mu t including the 
following features: 
• A good test has a high probability f finding an error. 
• A good test i not redundant. 
• A good test should be 'best of breed". 
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Thus,' testing is only successful when a fault is discovered or failure occurs as a result of 
testing procedures. 
The system has undergone three stages of testing. They are unit testing, 
integrating testing and system testing as shown in the Figure 7.1 below. In Figure 7.1 the 
arrows from the top of the boxes indicate the normal sequence of testing. The arrow 
returning to the previous box indicate that previous testing stages may have to be 
repeated because of some problems. The stages in the testing process are: 
I 
Unit Testing 
Integration Testing 
y tern 1 e ting 
Figure 7.1: Testing tages 
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7.1 Unit Testing 
Historically, quality software is relied on testing each function or module. This 
practice called unit testing, which is extremely time-consuming. Unit testing verify that 
the component functions properly with the types of input expected from studying the 
component's design. 
For Digital Clinic System, unit testing was done during the coding pha e. The 
first step is to examine the program code by reading through it, trying to spot algorithm, 
data and syntax faults. Comparing the code with specifications and with the design to 
make sure that all relevant cases have been considered follows this. Finally, test cases are 
developed to show that the input is properly converted to the desired output. 
Jn the development of Digital Clinic System, unit testing i done c ncurrently 
with the prototyping phase. All the sub modules and sub functions of igital linic 
System are tested to ensure that it is error free. 
7.2 Integration Testing 
Testing a specific feature together with other newly developed feature i known 
as in integrating testing. It is a systematic technique for con tructing the pr gram 
structure while conducting tests to uncover errors a ociated with interfacing. The 
objective is to take unit tested rnodul and build a pr gram Iru turc that ha be n 
dictated by design. This testing will ensure that the interface u h a the modul callin , 
sequence in Digital Clinic System are arranged c rrecil . 
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In Digital Clinic System, an incremental integration strategy, the bottom-up 
integration and regression testing approach are used. In other words, when the individual 
components are working correctly and meet the objectives, these components are 
combined into a working system. Testing the interface of two components explores how 
components interact with each other. 
The incremental integration is the antithesis of the high bang approach. Digital 
Clinic System's program is constructed and tested in small segments, where errors are 
easier to isolate and correct; interfaces are more likely to be tested completely. Error will 
be corrected before processing to the next integration. 
7.3 System Testing 
The last testing procedure done is system testing. Testing the system i different 
from unit testing and integration testing. Its objective i to en ure that the y tern d 
what the users want it to do. 
System testing is designed to reveal bugs that cannot be attributed to individual 
component, or to the interaction among components and other bject . y t m t t stud 
all the concerns issue and behaviors that can only be exposed by te ting the ntir 
integrated system or major part of it. 
The Digital Clinic System is tested whether it meet the p ific rf rmance 
testing. Data integrity testing is u ed to verify that the data i t r d in a mann wh r it 
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is not compromised under updating, restoration or retrieval processing in Digital Clinic 
System. 
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Chapter 8: System Evaluation and Conclusion 
As this project has to be done within a limited time, a lot of technical issues 
needed to be resolved and also a lot of problems had been encounter during the 
development of this system. Solutions have been sought during the time of developing 
and testing, via research and studies such as the system available in the Internet and 
samples codes from the reference books. Trial and error technique is using during coding 
phase in order to solve the problems. As a result, by encountering with these problems 
have been proven to be valuable learning experience. 
8.1 Problems and solution during system studies and analysis. 
8.1.1 Determining project Scope 
Due to the time frame given, it was impossible to incorporate too many features 
into the system. So, building a full-fledged system is merely impossible within the given 
time frame. Inexperience with the current technologies and particular scripting language 
is another hindrance to implement true workable registrati n procedure. 
A number of discussions were held with project supervisor to utlinc the scope of 
the project to be developing during the initial stages of the proj ct. 
8.1.2 Difficulties in choosing a programming langua e 
There is some well-known software tools available in th market that n e u c 
to develop a web application as stated in the previous chapter. ho ing a uita le to I 
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was a critical process as all tools have their strengths and weaknesses. In addition, the 
availability at the required tool for the development was also a major consideration. 
So seeking advises and views from project supervisor and also some of the course 
mates whom engaging in similar projects is carried out. After many references, studies 
and surveys, ASP and VBScript are chosen prior to the short time span available to 
develop this web-based Digital Clinic System. Therefore, all of the chosen language are 
the most suitable programming languages as it incurs shorts learning curves. 
8.1.3 Inexperience in Developing Web based Programming 
Since there was no prior knowledge of programming in ASP and VBScript, there 
was an uncertainty on how to organize the structure and codes during the coding proce . 
This new programming language was never taught before and to implement such 
application requires a fair grasp of the language. As there is no prior kn wledg in 
programming in a web-based environment, a lot of studies need to be done in h rt time 
span. Besides programming concepts for web application is quite differ nt from th 
traditional way of programming. 
Most of the problems faced were manageable through surfing the Internet for 
related materials (source code) and referring to the reference book . Wh 11 the c nn t 
solve a problem two ways, discussions with course mate are d ne. Trial and error 
technique is using during the coding pha e. 
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8.2 Evaluation by End User 
I was inviting users to use Digital Clinic System to test this system. These evaluations 
consist of individuals with differences background. These users are satisfied because they 
can use a computerized system such as Digital Clinic System compare to traditional 
system. 
8.3 System Strength 
• Staff 
• For security purpose - an authorized administrator that has his own usemame 
and password can use system. 
• Authorized administrator can update, add, and delete records. 
• Use of search buttons to administrator fine the records. 
• Easier to update relevant record of user that register with this sy tern. 
• Can avoid from data lost. 
• Can check appointment easily by doctor. 
• User 
• To easier user registration as an authorized user. 
• Can less registration costs by online regi tration 
• Set an appointment through on line can easy the user. 
• Provide a diagnosis online to the u er. 
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8.4 Future Enhancements 
• In the future, use of Multimedia Flash is use for better interface. 
• Easier and user friendly of user interface. 
• Arrange of pages are more consistent. 
• Provides help wizard. 
• Add more functions to user such as user can check their health records. 
• Provide a feedback form to user - the use of electronic mail to interact with user 
system. 
8.5 Experience and Knowledge 
• Even though, a short time that had been given to learn the programming language 
but I could still develop the Digital Clinic System following to my knowledge and 
understanding. 
• This system tests my patience and sincerity to make an effort to g al igital 
Clinic System's objectives and fu Ifill user needed. 
• This system gives a meaningful of experiences and makes me confident to 
undergo in carrier life. Un
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8.6 Summary 
After check this report, I hope the users are satisfied with this research and 
documentation. I will never forget to all effort and help that contributed from th" 
persons who involve in my project. [ believe that if be given more time, may b T an 
produce a better system. Anyway, thank to God because I have developed a y tern 
with my effort and others. 
In conclusion, Digital Clinic System has achieves goal of the objectives and I 
hope this documentation will explain more detailed about Digital Clinic System. 
Thank you. 
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User Manual 
Introduction 
Digital Clinic System is an user friendly system which Is ea y to learn and u • 
where all of the function in this system can be easily executed by a simple point and cli k 
on the available function button and hypertext link. Jn addition, all the y tern 
functionalities are meaningfully and clearly descriptive. 
This manual provides a guideline for users about all the functionalities available 
in the system with some simple execution steps. This user manual includes the following 
part that will be discuss later: 
t. Administrator Module 
11. User Module 
11L octor M dule 
Hardware Requirement 
• Personal Computer, with Intel eleron processor 333M z or higher. 
• 64MB of RAM 
• 308 of hard di k pace or higher 
• 15" Digital M nit r 
• Keyboard, mou e a input device . 
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Software Requirement 
• Internet Explorer for the user interface. 
• Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 2000 or Window NT p ratin 
System. 
Getting Started with Digital Clinic System 
Digital Clinic System is a web-based system that no needs any installation proces 
before running it. What we need to do is connect to the Internet and then acces the URL 
of Digital Clinic System. Anywhere, before accessing to Digital Clinic System, please 
make sure that your computer meets the minimum hardware and oftware requirements, 
which stated in the previous statement. 
Starting Digital linic ystem 
For starting use Digital Clinic ystem, you have to type the f llowing URL into 
the URL location: 
URL: http:lllocalltost/Clinicllndex.litm 
As a successful r ult f row ing t the UR above. the web itc f igiral lini 
System will be display n your computer m nit r' screen a ·h wn in •igur I. b 1 w. U
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Figure 1.0: Main Page 
In this website, you can select either you are an administrator, a user or a doctor who is 
going to login to the system and do the activities which are allowed for an authorized 
user. 
Administrator Login 
If you are an administrator, you may click on the 'Admin Login" button at the 
bottom of the main page. Then, this will bring you to the Administrator L in Po 'U us 
shown below. 
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Atln)in logm Png~ .. M1(ro~ort Intf!'m~t fxpfotH 
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Ciiek UC& 10 Nein p1g1 
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Figure J.J: Administrator Login Page 
This page enables you to key in your username and password. If you are an 
authorized user, the system will bring you to the Administrator Page where you can 
continue to do available activities in that module. If you click on the "L gin" button 
without key in the username or password or both, an error m sage will di play and you 
need to click "Retry" button to retype your correct usernarne and password a shown in 
Figure 1.1 (a). 
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You must type your correct uaername and password to enter Administrator Page. 
Dant 
•A111t1i.l !!!!)U1MM.....al'idtr·~o ... ll!Jht'q)IJ~ i.:·.UAAlld~~.J 11~...!!..:!!!..,,d 
Figure l.J(a): Validate Page 
If you want to go back to the main page, you just have to click on the hyperlink at 
the Administrator Login. Also, a login-failed message will show on the Administrator 
Login Page if you enter an incorrect usemarne or password or both of them. 
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User Login 
Else, if you are a user, you may click on the "Login for Member" button and the 
system will straight forward bring you to the User Login Page as shown below. 
U~er loqm - Microsoft Internet fxpl•J!trr -,. ~~ 
. fie fdl - faYOrtes Toa!s ~ 
~ ~: .. -:- ~ ai ~I t\s..ct1 ru,_ • ,..... -:; 11.:,, • ..J fiiJ • '!.J 
Adctess fl htl;>://loceh>tt:/ClriclLognJUnr/logri.osp 
M 
Sdn.Ohd. 
Uromam.e: 
P1111worci 
LOQln For User 
You must ~to use this site 
Pont 
tflR.wtl! 1 u.. M¥'Ullmo< • l'lcro ... !4!.Ju.cr ~OOll\·1'11<1-'t- 
Figure 1.2: User Login Page 
If you are an authorized user in the user module, the system will bring you to the 
user module where you can continue on your activitie . ame with Administrator L gin 
Page, an error message will display if you click on the "Login" button with ut cy rn 
your username or password or both of them. Also, a login-failed me age will sh w on 
the User Login Page if you enter an incorrect username or password or both of them. 
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Doctor Login 
If you are a doctor, you have to click on the "Login for Doctor" button and this 
will bring you to Doctor Login Page as shown in Figure 1 .3. 
----------------...!:!·]:c.:..~"' l'l"M"' ] 
M 
Sdn.8fld, 
U1ernam.e: 
Pauword. 
Figure 1.3: Doctor Login Page 
If you are an authorized user in doctor module. this system will bring you to the 
doctor module and you can continue your activities. ame with both f the Administrator 
Login Page and User Login Page, the Doctor Login Page will how a I gin-failed 
message when you key in the wrong username and password. 
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Administrator Module 
Once you correctly key in the administrator usemame and password, you will be 
bringing to Administrator Page as shown be1ow. 
"!Ii !"rl~BMP~~ Admm ~Microsoft Internet fHploret '),.~ W ..111 I 
meds' 
san.ena. 
Ustofusers 
ll••rn•m• I ull !lan111 1~n lword l\ddm I Mall l'hon. Ho. 
ll.P.!!•tto O_o!•.1•! Adm in All min n;bmo 7·26-5, Jalan Kerinchl, Kua! Lumpur nsb_meCn1bm1d; com my 01273496« 
lJ111t~111 D1>l1t!• Ahmad Dr. Ahmad Zabldl 1hmad 66-05-01 Kondo Fajar Ria, Ku111 hmad_d@ntbmode com my 01llle6951 Lumpur 
Up!J4t~ 11.!.L!!t Fatimah Dr. F at1mah Reza Ii mt1m1h 8-9-2. Kondo VIS11 At1gkua, Ku1!1 fa1lm1h_d@n1bmed1 com my 0196162633 Lumpur 
llpd•I l!•·•~!tft SuHn Or. Sunn Ming 1u11n B9, J1l1n Emu, SS2 P1t1ilng J1y1 tuun_ d@n1bm1 di. tom. my 01~ 
llpd«IO [> ll!'ln Syed Or Sytd Ah •y•d 59, Jtlan Tun Or. l1m11l, Ku1lt Lumpur 1y1d_dr@n1bm1d1 com my 0122255l!7 4 
Urut••!! IJoletn eafina urine 1tfin1 ktr1nchl ntb_rntOhotm 11 com Ot 23AS871!9 
U111l •le Dnloh1 ttlin1 aalln11hm1d 11hn1 123 kQ p1111 ktdondong U!IO h m 11 coin 01 "' 
Figure 2.0: Administrator Page 
The administrator module is divided into eight functional sub modules as listed 
below: 
I. List of User 
2. Update User 
3. Delete User 
4. Diagnosis nline 
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5. User Appointment 
6. About NSBMeds 
7. Terms of Use 
8. Logout 
If you are a general. administrator, you can acces all f the funcri nal ub 
modules as above except the Administrator Record. As a ecurity pr 1 tion, th 
administrator record can only access by a higher admin who need to key in th ir 
usemame and password one more time as a permit to access the adrnini trat r data t r . 
List of User 
When you entered the Administrator Page, automatically the Ii t f u er is hown 
in this page as shown in igure 2.0 above. This page will allow u t cce th r c rd 
of users who are done the registration from the databa e. Y u can update and delete the 
neces ary u er record via thi page. 
Update User 
When you click on the' Update" hyperlink, the following pag will be di played 
and you are all wed t update user detail. 
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Upd#ta U..r O•lllll 
Usemnmejacfina 
"
Full ~, m,-,n-a---------- 
ame ----- 
Pa.wordlse.tina • 1nt1• fhJit 'w~• l 
leo<M" Addr- 
E.Mall ln1b_m1@hotmail.com 
Phone jot 23~56789 
No. 
Upd(lte F'lecord I 
_J 
/iii00rw 
tilR-.tl!J @jtMrtwm!~·Mcro. .. 114?.J~u.e•C>et .. ·- ~llllWtt)·Or ....... j.!:_• euc.r~t) Or~ 3:161.14 
Figure 2.1: Update User 
Then, when you click on the "Update Record" button, the user details 
automatically have been updated and will be shown in list of user at Administrator Page. 
Delete User 
Jf you click on the "Delete" hyperlink on the Administrator Page, you will sec the 
following page, which show a confirmation message before you delete the u er record. If 
you are sure to delete the record, you just have to click on "Delete Record" button and the 
record will be deleted. 
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Conflmurtlon to Delete This U..r 
U..mame: 
Full"11me: 
P-rd: 
Addr-: 
E.mall: 
Phone No.: 
rating 
flfina 
aafint 
vie!• engkuQ 
n1b.Jnll@hotmall.com 
01234567ll9 
_ Oo!Ql R.eOllrd J 
NSRmrd . .... 
l)Cne 
tflRMllJ !)UwMin.llll'ldlx•McrO ... ll@Jl>dtteUaH'laOllOf- ~·· (A.tlw'Jv~HllM!l. .. ls: cu.. ..... .,..)·C.- ... 1 
Figure 2.2: Delete User 
Diagnosis Online 
Once you click on "Diagnosis Online" hyperlink, a popup window will prompt as 
shown in Figure 2.3 and you are allowed to update the diagnosis. 
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.~J£tJ >51 
~~~~____;~~~~.::........--=--=----=-----~~~~~---~ ........... ~~~~r:i 
.J 
~Se.:irch the Internet: w M1nowft Jnl~m~t (xplorer 
I Jaer Agqomhn•nt 
Pegeto fdlt 
Pt anoSJJ OnJmu. 
~ Topic Page Search: 
\fll Seerch j 
Search On · <- All Word• r My Word• 
Rontlom S11Nth j 
Symptom & Diagnosis 
Mnll l'h11ne Nn, 
1bm1d1 com my 0127~ • 
n1bm1d1 com my 01~1 
n1bmad1 com my 01961628.)3 
1bm1d1 com my 0133:1:m77 
1bm1df com my 012225587• 
hotm•ll com 01'23A567!5 
Figure 2.3: Diagnosis Online 
In this popup window, you are allowed to search the related website that arc 
available in this system. Besides, you also can update the diagnosis online with add new 
URL to search engine by click on "Submit Web Site" hyperlink as shown below. 
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Add ~ew URL ~ M1cto1ioft Jntf"m~t Explorer 
f - ~ - ' IQ. 
<:-- Botk ~:@@fii! ~;;;- ; f~ - ~ ~ ~· ..; !il . &J 
A;tt ... ,t) htlp://lot~adr'W~*'""'~16# - . 
P•11• to fdll I 
DJJ1!lno.ru Onll!JJ! 
l.!w.6nlWll.ulaJ:d 
Piie fdt VloW FOYOl'leS locis l'lllt> 
:;::80; :- _,. • r. -[f} ~I ·~Sowd> ltJ~•- 
"ind'J.Cato requltU fields .------- Sit• TltJo•: 
URL•: jhllpl/ 
Add New URL 
R!llum to lhe ufil!J... tn~!IJ' 
Oescriptlon·.1 'tr ~ I M~ll Phttlm Nu bm•d• com my 012734964~ 
1bm1d1 com my 0123900951 
1bmed1 com my 0196162633 
1bm1d1.com my 0133360m 
bmtdt-com my 0122255874 
hotm 11 com 01234$789 
Character Count· r Courlt I 
_O•Gtform J 
Figure 2.J(a): Add New URL 
In this page you need to enter the title of the web site, the URL, the keyword for 
the web site and the descriptions of the web site. Tf you are not entering either which one 
of them, an error message box will be displayed as shown below. 
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I 
Add New URL 
B.fllunJ.9...lbj ~ c wg<u 
"lndlc-1tu required fitldt 
Silt Title•. ~ 
URL·~--- 
Kaywordc•. 
,. ".~~!"·: I 
Charecler Count' r Count I 
Cl•crForm J 
Thf I~ fl<lld(1) notd 10 bt t«r~: · 
~ rn. · lnttt th• nit rl tho w.ti Oil• 
URL • Clter t dle weh M.b•tt ol U'lot Web • 
l(oywordt • t~• Ktvwcrdt lor th. Wth JU 
o~ • rrt11r • C>Hcrjoljort 1or thew~ !il• 
Add URI. ui Storth Eng ru1 
J Dono l0<<iiltt- 
TPOQO 1' sec l 13/13 At 7.6' Ln 1 ea I - ' t ~(u.5 '11"" 
•si.wc:llJ !)U.. M ...... nd!I>< ••• , )IMModl~·d.\i:- (llOMN.olidolt)• .. ,,.'.:! (U .. r/ll*'lt)· ..• JlfilAdol-Ull.i·- 
Figure 2.J(b): Error Message for Add New URL 
Also, this page provides a hyperlink text to return back to search engine page. A 
list of recently submitted web sites are showed when you click on the 'Recently 
Submitted Web Site" hyperlink text as in Figure 2.3(c). You also can click on number of 
stars you will give to the web site at "Rate Link" hyperlink text. 
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E!Zml~====""::>11:-:=::=-=-::-:~:::::--;::-:--::;-:::;=--:;~:;::-;~~.·;·.;:---;;- ~~~ I tie tdl llJOW ~ ~ tools TMAo »- ~ . ; . ' 
j_Q ~ Iii B jtf ~ ~ ,; - --~ ?r • '· • I~ • ~·J Bodyroxt - • ~i:J!osNewi«ma~-~.!2 __ :].!t ! }l J 1t¥ •lil j t: ;:; ~•IC). A.• ~1 
Jllf~ =-~wu t'lem Iii-,. 
- - 
, Fiio r.dt Y11o¥ FM>rl., Tools ~ 
?-llod< • -. • © all ~-m fi.Jr'•w.w-.. ~~ .:d ..ci· ..J it· U 
jsubmrt Web Site 
SoOloll I .... Fli:ltidom OnM:.11 J 
Sean:h On : r. AJI Wordt f' My Wordt 
!The 14 latHt URL's lndeKed. 
West Nile Virus 
The 2003 epidemic of Weal Niie YINS infection in humant appears to bt ootatrlpplng Int yta(a, according to lhe 
notion'• heal!h official. 
q•, I ~r lln)t JQIJQ'' ~ 1¥ I 
Yl/l l)/tn 
002!1.t 
Oy1pep1ia and heartbum art often tht main symptom• of tcldrty 
A, , ir ,'lf'\Jt 1 ,, ' 8.11.l'J.JlJl;, f.f 
8!12.gJ. 
Bruthing problem• tnd tkln irritation• are the common tlltrglc rttponut 
~y , I tlJ>fJ t: 1 ,, (.) ht.LJDb 1 
8!lhrito 
Th• 1ymptom1 consist oft detp 1ching pain in tht joint thtt It 1ggrevat1d by u1rc tt and !ht! worunt during tht 
day 
11,1\1'"~ ' . I 
1 1«41titr- TP-oe l+ ""'I 1•/1+ !At 1.&1 Ln 1 @ l . ~· ~(U$·-...- 
lil.lllt I I l!)uw ~ l1dtx • lfao ... j f')P&.....i.-A(ti., • Mer0t0 ... j ··~ (~tldltt) • 0r~lfil;.dl t~111t1 •• 
Figure 2.J(c): Recently Submitted Web Site 
User Appointment 
) 
:1 
•I 
A 
nlly 
_J 
User appointment is one of the important sub modules for Digital CJ inic Sy tern 
besides the diagnosis online. User appointment allows you to add u er appointments with 
doctors and update or delete it. The user appointment popup window will prompt when 
you click on "User Appointment" hyperlink text in Administrator Page as shown below. 
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3 4 ~ 
I I 
l10 Ill 12 ru Y!Yff 
I Lhll t'hululffo. 14 is 16 17 r 19 r ntbmtd• com my 01273496« nebmedt com my 0123008951 
rz 
~ 
Z4 ,5 IU 27 
ntbm&dl com my 0196182033 
0133368777 r 01217.&!74 hotm 11 com 0123lli878'J 
AddEve111 
I ltur ApQUil)lrDQlll 
~•e• to illt 
Di.lono&1 .Onltn 
san.ena. 
S pt ember; 200:~ 
~ 
bjtSt#t 111 !!.)uw MIMI tid1Ht<10 ... 1 )NSeMtd•-MlrHtcroro ... l ·-~ (Mrtl/Yild.itt). 0r ...... !14!)11t1P<J/IO<tlllott~ 
Figure 2.4: User Appointment 
The appointments that had been made by user are display in the popup window 
and you are allowed to click it to edit or delete the appointment as in Figure 2.4(a) and 
Figure 2.4(b) 
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J . .;... eack • -t • ··'§> ft) Ci ~- [!jFw- ;~ 0 l ~.'.)· q Ii • {B . -=l 
jL.:.-:::.::.:...~. ~· --=o._~ ""--~~=-""'-----'-:.-.......--'~'--~'-----'-----....0~~~· ""--'"''"'-'-'--~-:'1'f • • 0 ' • • I • ' • 7 • • j 
Date:911 Ol2!ll3 
Subject: My eyes 
Message: I need your help nigarding my itchy eyu. 
Added By. medai@yahoo.com on 8124/2003 11:35:34 PM 
Edit/Oelete Event 
·~ .. 
dow 
lri .,....,,.... 41~.J ...... ~ 
lht:Jlj !)Us«M#Wildtx·lllao ... l J~·HlaOfO ... I •• ~*'")·Or- ... llf!JD1t111.ty~._- 
Figure 2.4(a): Edit or Delete User Appointment 
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Year:~ P•u• to Edit 
D1~0!l01iJ8 .OntiM Subject jMy eyea 
I """d vour lldp raguding ll!V itcnv 
t!Yl!S. 
Utt[ (\ppomlmtm! 
Added By: jmedci@yehoo com 
11.1~11 l't\Ollll tf11. 
tbm1d1 com my 0177349644 
nsbm1d1 com my 012J990951 
n1bm1d1 com my 0196162633 
ntbmtdt.com.my 013JJ66m 
tbmtdt com my 01222S58'1A 
holm ii com 01234$789 
~r n.-- r , ......... ~ ...... 
•R•llJ !)uw~ildtx-1-tcro ... J flNS8M1cWorolrHtcroio. .. J ':· <~)·O.Mm ... lle.J11tt.wlloul~ 41Jll»1 
Figure 2.4(b): Update or Delete User Appointment 
About NSBMeds 
About NSBMeds is a description about mission, contents and organization of 
Digital Clinic System. This page also accompanied with email and phone number to 
contact the editors. You also can access this page by clicking the "About NSBMeds' 
hyperJink text at the Main Page, User Page and Doctor Page. 
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Terms of Use 
This document describes system rules and conditions for you to access and use 
NSBMeds and the services that provide. In order to use system service, you must agree to 
this Terms of Use. 
Logout 
When you click on the "Logout" hyperlink text, you are agreeing to ign out from 
the Administrator Page and you will be bring to Main Page. If you want to enter th 
Administrator Page again, you need to login first every time you want to enter this page. 
User Module 
To be an authorized user, you must register first to Digital linic ystem because 
this system is providing the benefit of ystem nly f r the auth rized u er. I n the Main 
Page, you must click on the "Regi ter Now" hyperlink text t regi ter and the regi tration 
form for new user i sh wn a below. 
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Reg1-.lt.>-t ~e-w U'irt - Mrtro-;oft Jnternet hc:plarPr ~ ,,.Jl1j xj 
FJe Ed1: 'l1eW Fa'IO<lef Tolis Heb . ., . . . . , 
~Beck • ~ • @ ffi ~ -a~-;;;--ii;;;-,,.--W-- ~~~ii~--·"'-,,.,-··.-.-. - .. -· , __ 
Adct_= 1~1!4>:/fltx~t1tl•~·""' 
M Rmedsc 
Sdn.Bhd. 
Registration For New User 
Usomanur 
Purword: 
fr 
I 
Confirm Pu1word I 
Full Name I - 
Addreu: I 
Email I ·- - PhoM I 
Aeg111er I 
Dorio 
tj9st.tllJ jJ4S. AllvctlM•'ldll'ly• ... I !)CN!ltfjl'6 • -1tWord I 
Figure 3.0: Registration Form for New User 
When you have successfully registered to this system, a me sage is shown in 
Figure 3.0(a) and if your username that you entered has already been taken, a message 
wi11 be displayed in the registration page as shown in Figure 3.0(b) below. 
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Ffl! fdt \lieW ~- r..-. ~ 
·?>ea;-~,. . ( @:) :;Ji I t\Seal'-;;,-~,;-_. 
L"'Adites""_'""_"'.•'-"f~.z· ;....l'llp~-~;/l'o<=~~ -·~~·=·~· ~~•~ldll~- "'*~.-~~~~-~~--------~~-~~~~~~~~-=---~~~""""-..::::'.]::. ~¢:, / lm,. 
Thank you for joining NSBMedsl 
You are logged in as salina 
Chck here to log off 
~ 
start I J ~ 45. Air/<* • Md.tinY• ... I !)CNotlr & • Mlrrosolt Wotd I 
Figure 3.0(a): Regi tration ucce s 
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ri1Re91ster r'liew User~ M1ctuc;oft Internet EKplorerr _ 
M meds' 
Sdn.Bhd. 
Registration For New User 
The Utemame that you C!lt.ercd ha• elready been t.UeoUae a diftf.re!\t n mo 
Umnam.e f 
Password: Ir------ 
Conf!nn Pu1word: 
FunNama 
Addrcu: 
Phone 
Figure J.O(b): Error in Entering Username 
Once you correctly key in the user's usernarnc and password, you will be bringing 
to User Page as shown below. 
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,,J..fJ '!] .. 
. ..._~=.........:ii=· ~eo I""" .. / 
M9nmeds0 
Sdn.Bhd. 
Our S1m1lcff 
N&l3Modi will Ond to 
you an ijpd led ntwa 
tv1ryn11r thro11 n your 
•moll l'll•nk yoo lor 
Join ng ue 
page Contanli 
Dta,gposiB Online 
Set Appointment 
Latest News: 
Beware of West Nile Virus! 
1"4-rof) 
Our Doctor Profile History 
U..rProflle 
Full Name: 
safina 
E..mall: 
nsb_me@hotmall.com 
Phone Ho: 
0123-(66789 
Encaphalttla 11 an lnftammllllon of the brain and can be c•uHd by 
viru111 and bactarla, including viru111 tr1n1mhtad by mo1qu1to bkn 
West Niie encephahtle ls ceund by the West N1l1 w111, 1 ftaYMrue 
commonly found in Africa, Wut Aila, ind the Middle E111 tt 11 
clonly related to Iha St. Loula 1ncaphalrtl1 virus found In th• Unrtad 
States. 
The 'lirua wae discovered In Uaanda m 1937 and aoo11red In New Yor1< 
. 00... 
f!t!Rare:IJI ...,,, AllU.·Ak¥1<MI· ... I !l_~OllOlt Wurd I~. "'«rOll.'A'tW ... jffi)~u..P-;;-::- 
.:J 
Figure 3. t: User Page 
A welcome note wiJJ be displayed on the top of page when an authorized user 
entered User Page. The user moduJe is divided into seven functional sub modules as 
listed below: 
1. Diagnosis Online 
2. Set Appointment 
3. Doctor Profile 
4. About NSBMeds 
5. Privacy & Ethics 
6. Terms of Use 
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7. Logout 
Diagnosis Online 
Once you click on "Diagnosis Online" hyperlink, a popup window will prompt AS 
shown in Figure 3.2 and you are allowed to make a diagnosis through search en inc, You 
are needed to key in the keywords of diseases and their symptoms to search the r lat d 
URL. 
Sickness Dlognosls 
U.rProflle 
Full Heme: 
Hfina 
___ J 
Info SHrch 
jmeJeria 
Saarch On r: All Words (" Any Word• 
I searched tha web for 111ela11a D11pl1ylng Reauht 1 • 1 of 1 
P8g• Conten 
~.!!..Q!'h1 
MillluLl 
Th• early aymptoma of mal1n1 1r1 non-eptcllit The pJtltnl uJu1Uy r .. 11 111 and hit httdttht, r111gu1, mu1cl1 p11n1 tnd 
vtgut 1bdomln1I discomfort. Th111 aymptomt ere followed by fowr. 
t 1 (1'' In!< 
Srt Appmntm,. 
Our Doct r Pr 
E mell: 
nsb_me(!jhotm1 
Phone Ho: 
0123456789 
Tht virv1 wu dilccivtrtd In Uo1nda In 1937 tnd eoonred In Ntw Yol'k .:J 
Figure 3.2: Diagnosis Page for User 
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Set An Appointment 
Digital Clinic System provides a module that allows user to set an appointment 
with a doctor. As I mention before, users need to register first to get the benefit from this 
system. Methods of make an appointment are same with methods that I describe in 
Administrator Module. The difference application between user and ad mini trator is user 
only can make appointment and view the appointment but the administrator available to 
add, update, view and delete appointments. Figure 3.3 shown form to make an 
appointment. 
.:J 
Subject: 
Page Contenll 
P•"AA111!..QL!!m• 
Your Cmell: f 
Our lJot tor Pro61• 
U..rProllle 
Full H1m1: 
1Gfin• 
E-mell: 
nsb_ml@hotmau com 
Phone Ho: 
012:>456789 
.:.J 
~ ... . ,.. .. JI 
Figure 3.3: Make Appointment 
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View Doctor Profiles 
An authorized user is allowed to view doctor profiles detailed. Figure 3 .4 below shown 
the Doctor Profile Page. 
Dr. Ahmad Or. Altm•d bin lllohammd OCH, 1110, 0111 
Dr. Ali 
Dr. Fatimah 
Or. SUlllll 
NSRmrdti 
' 
Or. Ahm1d la 1 Conauh nt N1phrology 11 tht NSBM1d Clinic. Ht did hit OCH hom S11nl1y 
Medical Collegt, Chennai in 1966 He compltt1d hit MO from M1dr11 M1d1c1I Coll1g1 in 1IJ70 
and aubuquenlly completed hit 0111 In 1982 hom the 1 me ln1tkution 
D1portm1nt. N1phrology 
Em1t1 1hm1d_dr@n1bm1d1 com my 
Figure 3.4: Show Doctor Profile 
About NSBMeds 
About NSBMeds is a description about mission, contents and organizati n of 
Digital Clinic System. This page also accompanied with email and phone number to 
contact the editors. You also can acces this page by clicking the "About N BMcds" 
hyperlink text at the Main Page, er Page and octor Page. 
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Terms of Use 
This document describes system rules and conditions for you to acces and USt; 
NSBMeds and the services that provide. In order to use sy tern service, you must a, re to 
this Terms of Use. 
Logout 
When you click on the "Logout" hyperlink text, you are agreeing to sign out from 
the User Page and you will be bring to Main Page. If you want to enter the U er Page 
again, you need to login first every time you want to enter thi page. 
Doctor Module 
Once you correctly key in the doctor usernarne and pa word, you wi II e 
bringing to Doctor Page a shown in igure 4.0 b low. 
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~ NSBMeds·Oottor Page - M1nosoft lnt~ml!I: Ekplot4!1""' 
l'1e fdl: - Fo...U> Tcds Heb 
···~.80(1 • ~T~as=.;-U!.;..,;;;-.~ -5'"~- <J ii · f.?!l .. = 
~~·~~,r.x~/Dr_l>•·- 3~~1~ .. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~-'-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~'"""""""""""'" ....... -.: 
N.5Rmeds0 
Sdn.Bhd. 
PIUH Cohl-lll Olllwlb 
adm1n1 tr '"r filf any 
lnq>Jlry or auggntlon 10 •n~~"~• our WOl~pagt 
P•t• Contenfll 
View User Profile 
Cheek Appointment 
Latest News: 
Beware of West Nile Virus! ,,,.._111) 
History 
Enceph11rtl1 la en Inflammation of the brain end ctn be c1u11d by 
'¥iru111 and bacteria, including viru1t1 tr1111mi111d by moaqulto bil11 
Wast Nila enceph1ht11 It cauud by th1 Wall Nile virus, a ftl'IMrua 
commonly found in Africa, W11t Alla, and !ht Middle Ent h 11 
closely related to lhe SL L.oul1 ancaphalrtle virut found 1n the Unffad 
Stat ea. 
The virua wu dttcovarad In Uo1nd1 in 1937 and 1oou11d In New Yori( 
Figure 4.0: Doctor Page 
A welcome note will be displayed on the top of page when an authorized doctor entered 
Doctor Page. The doctor module is divided into six functional sub modules as listed 
below: 
l. View User Profile 
2. Check Appointment 
3. About NSBMeds 
4. Privacy & Ethics 
5. Terms of Use 
6. Logout 
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View User Profile 
When you click at the "View User Profile" hyperlink, automatically the list of 
users is shown in this page as shown in Figure 4.1 be]ow. This page will aJlow you to 
access the record of users who are done the registration from the database. 
N.<)"f>meds0 
"'1!1·- ------~~~~~----- 
Ust of Users 
0"9rndme l\ddrff r Mwll Phona No 
Ad min Adm in 7-25-5, Jelen Kerinchl, Kuel l.Llmpur n1b_mecn~bmed1 com my 012"!fE44 
Ahmad Or. Ahmod Zlbidi 66-05-01 Kondo Faju Rio, Kual Lumpur 1hm1d_dr@n1bm1d1 com my 01239009S1 
Fatimah Or Fatlmeh Rn1ll 9-9·2, Kondo Vitt• "1\gk111, Kuti• LUmpur t1m1h_d@n1bmtdt com my Ol!l6162833 
Sunn Or. Susan Ming 89, Jal~n Emu, SS2 P111Ung Jtya 1uun_dr@n1bmed1 com my 0133300m 
Syed Or Syed All 59, Jel1n Tun Or ltm ii, Ku1l1 Lumpur 1yad_dQn1b1Nd1 com my 0122256874 
eafln1 uflna ktrinchl n1b_mt@hotm II com 0123t56789 
nllna nhna ahmed 123 kg pant k1dondong ullntChotm I com 01256981« 
Oot>t 
~II jJ101 • .-"·AidoTrte ... J ll ~6·,..,oldlw ... l~~~~:!.:.:.:.J l"f1 
Figure 4.1: Show Li t of U er 
Check Appointment 
You are a11owed to check all appointment that had been made y u r r 
administrators. It is can be done when you clicked at ' heck Appointment" hyp rlink a 
shown below. Pop up windows of calendar event will be prompt and then y u can clic at 
the link to view the appointment detailed, 
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Figure 4.2: Check Appointment 
About NSBMeds 
About NSBMeds is a description about mission, contents and organization of 
Digital Clinic System. This page also accompanied with email and phone number to 
contact the editors. You also can access this page by clicking the "About NS Meds" 
hyperlink text at the Main Page, User Page and Doctor Page. 
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Terms of Use 
This document describes system rules and conditions for you to access and use 
NSBMeds and the services that provide. In order to use system service, you must agree to 
this Terms of Use. 
Logout 
When you click on the "Logout" hyperlink text, you are agreeing to sign out from 
the Doctor Page and you will be bring to Main Page. If you want to enter the Doctor Page 
again, you need to login first every time you want to enter this page. 
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